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PR/01/6/1

FOR AGREEMENT

SIXTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

STAGE 3 ORDER OF CONSIDERATION – LONG TITLE

1. A defect in the wording of the order in which the sections and schedules of Bills

are considered at Stage 3 has been identified in standing orders.  Whereas the

long title of a Bill should be taken last, the present wording appears to require it to

be taken first. The attached paper sets out the background and proposes a

remedy.  The proposal, if accepted, would require a change to standing orders

which would be brought to the Parliament after the summer recess.

2. David McGill, Legislation Team, will be in attendance.

3. The Committee is invited to agree to the proposal.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
June 2001



STAGE 3 ORDER OF CONSIDERATION

1. At both Stage 2 and Stage 3 of a Public Bill, the Rules require there to be an
“order of consideration” – i.e. the order in which the sections and schedules of the
Bill are taken for the purpose of considering amendments to the Bill (and, at
Stage 2, for the purpose of agreeing to those sections and schedules).
Establishing this order in advance of a Stage is necessary so that the Marshalled
List of amendments can reflect that order.

2. Both Rule 9.7.4 (Stage 2 order) and Rule 9.8.5 (Stage 3) specify a “default”
order, but give the Parliament (and, at Stage 2, the committee) the ability to agree
an alternative order, if that is desired.   In Rule 9.8.5, the “default” order is “the
order in which the provisions to which [the amendments] relate arise in the Bill”.

3. Unfortunately, however, this wording is defective, since it makes no mention of
the Bill’s long title.  Since the long title, which appears at the beginning of the Bill,
is normally regarded as one of the “provisions” of the Bill, the current wording of
the Rule appears to require that (where the default order applies) any long title
amendments be taken first.

4. In fact, however, long title amendments should always be taken last.  The long
title is intended as a concise description of what the Bill does, but is not itself a
substantive provision (i.e. it does not change the law, but merely describes the
changes in the law made elsewhere in the Bill).  For this reason, amendments to
the long title are (almost always)1 consequential amendments – that is, they are
lodged in consequence of amendments that would alter the Bill in such a way that
the description of it in the long title would no longer be accurate.

5. The Stage 2 Rule correctly specifies that it is only the sections and schedules
that can be re-arranged in an order of consideration, and that the long title is
always taken last.  What is needed is to make this clear in the Stage 3 Rule also.

6. An exactly similar change is needed in Chapter 9A, which uses the same wording
in relation to the order of consideration of Final Stage amendments (Rule
9A.10.5).

7. Proposed changes are set out in the Annexe.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate

June 2001

                                           
1 There are occasional exceptions – e.g. an amendment to correct an error in the wording of the long
title, or simply to improve it as a description of the Bill, even where the Bill has not otherwise been
amended in any way that would require a change to the long title.



Annexe: Proposed changes to Standing Orders

1. In Rule 9.8.5, in the first sentence—

(a) for “provisions” substitute “sections and schedules”;

(b) for “before the Parliament debates” substitute “Amendments to the long
title shall be taken last.  After any amendments have been disposed of, the
Parliament shall debate”.

2. In Rule 9A.10.5, in the first sentence—

(a) for “provisions” substitute “sections and schedules”;

(b) for “before the Parliament debates” substitute “Amendments to the long
title shall be taken last.  After any amendments have been disposed of, the
Parliament shall debate”.



Justice 1 and 2

PR/01/6/2

FOR DECISION

SIXTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

MEETING ON MAY 1 OF JUSTICE 1 AND JUSTICE 2 COMMITTEES

1. The Convener has noted the adverse press comment about the planned

meetings of Justice 1 and Justice 2 Committees on 1 May.

2. He considers that there is scope for this Committee to enquire into the

practices and procedures that govern such joint meetings to ensure these

are sufficiently robust and to afford the Committee the opportunity to make

any recommendations which it considers appropriate after investigation.

3. The intention would be to canvass the views of the Conveners’ Liaison

Group, and to commission an issues paper after hearing from the

Parliamentary staff and the 2 committees.  The Convener has written to

the Conveners of Justice 1 and Justice 2 – copied to the Presiding Officer

and George Reid - to alert them to what is proposed (letters attached).

4. The Committee is asked to agree to commission an issues paper.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
June 2001





PR/01/6/3

FOR DISCUSSION

SIXTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

COMMITTEE REPORTS: MINORITY VIEWS

Background

1. Fiona Hyslop’s letter to Murray Tosh in September 2000 about a number

of points arising from a particular report, was given initial consideration by

the Committee at its Ninth Meeting when further work was commissioned

(copy attached at Annex A).

Fiona Hyslop’s letter

2. Fiona Hyslop’s letter covers 4 points:

• procedural issues of concern during the drafting of the report and

dispute resolution

• role of convener during the drafting of a report

• amendments and text

• minority reports

She has been invited to speak to her letter to the Committee today.

Attached paper

3. Attached is a paper prepared by the Clerking Directorate for discussion by

the Committee and which focuses upon the issue of minority views in the

context of committee reports and what the present arrangements are for

reflecting such views.  This covers the fourth point in Fiona Hyslop’s letter,

and one that has arisen on a few occasions in a number of committees.



4. On the other 3 issues raised by Fiona Hyslop, the Committee is invited to

discuss these with her, after which further work can be commissioned if

the Committee think this is necessary.

5. Elizabeth Watson, Head of Committee Office, will be in attendance for this

item.

6. The Committee is invited to discuss these matters with Fiona Hyslop.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
June 2001



ANNEX A

PR/00/9/11

FOR DISCUSSION

NINTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

HOUSING STOCK TRANSFER INQUIRY REPORT – PROCEDURAL
DIFFICULTIES

1.  Fiona Hyslop has written to the Convener about procedural issues, in

particular how minority views are reflected when a committee reports,

arising from the production of the Social Inclusion, Housing and Voluntary

Sector Committee’s 3rd Report, “Housing Stock Transfer” (SP Paper 161).

Her letter of referral is attached.

2. As noted previously (PR/00/9/5 – Committee Procedures) the issues which

Ms Hyslop has referred could, with the Committee’s agreement, be dealt

with appropriately in the context of the Committee Procedures exercise.

When substantive papers on those issues come forward Ms Hyslop would

of course be invited to be heard by the Committee.  We understand that

she would be satisfied to proceed in that way and so recommend.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
August 2000



PAPER FOR PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

COMMITTEE REPORTS: MINORITY VIEWS

Background

1. As part of its inquiry into committee operations, the committee agreed
to consider the current arrangements for reflecting minority views in
committee reports and whether there was a need for any change in current
procedures and practices.

Current arrangements

2. The Standing Orders say little about the subject of committee reports.

Rule 6.2.1 provides

“A committee shall examine such matters within its remit (referred to as
“competent matters”) as it may determine appropriate or as may be
referred to it by the Parliament or another committee and shall report to
the Parliament on any such matter.”

Rule 12.8 provides

“1. Where a committee is to report any matter to the Parliament or
another committee, it shall do so by lodging the report with the Clerk.

 2. Where a report is addressed to the Parliament, the Clerk shall
notify members that the report has been lodged.  Where the report is
addressed to another committee, the Clerk shall notify that committee
that the report has been lodged.

 3. Any committee report lodged with the Clerk shall be published
by the Clerk.”

3. The content of a committee report is a matter for each committee to
agree – such agreement being achieved either by consensus or following a
decision.  These arrangements leave a high degree of flexibility in the system
which allows minority views to be reflected in a variety of ways.  The key,
however, is the agreement of the committee to the content of the report.

Current procedures and working practices

4. The process of agreeing the text of a report is an iterative one with
committees considering and commenting on drafts.  Members propose
amendments, deletions and additions to the text in the meetings when the
drafts are before them.



5. Proposals from members to amend drafts are discussed and from that
process there often emerges a form of words that can be agreed without the
need for a division.

6. Ultimately, if agreement cannot be reached on a form of words, it is for
the convener to determine that the committee should reach a decision by
division.

7. Where there is a division, the minutes of the meeting, which are always
published as an annex to a report, will carry details.  This will include the
proposed text which is the subject of the division and the voting list.  This very
process, in itself, allows dissenting members to be identified and to have their
proposed text included in an annex to the report.

8. Experience has shown that, wherever possible, committees will work
towards reaching unanimous conclusions and recommendations.  However,
where there has been a strongly held minority view, committees have
generally sought to reach a consensus on how dissenting views should be
recorded. This has resulted in a number of creative solutions to date:

� The varying views of the members are recorded in the main text of the
report. For example, reports will often state “some members of the
committee thought …. whilst others thought ….”.

� Dissenting views are referenced in footnotes to the relevant paragraphs.
The Education, Culture and Sport Committee agreed for instance, without
division, to include footnotes indicating dissenting views in its report on
Special Educational Needs. A similar technique was employed by the
Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee in its report on the Graduate
Endowment Bill.

� A minority commentary on the main report is included in annexe. This
occurred for instance in the case of the Social Justice Committee, where,
following a division, a minority commentary on the main report was
included as an appendix to its report on Housing Stock Transfer.

9. The key point in all of these examples is, however, that the content of
the report is that which is agreed by the committee.  There is no scope for
those who are in the minority to insist on publication of their views in the
report itself or in an appendix or annex to the report (although, as indicated
above, it will be clear from the annex containing committee minutes those
parts of report only agreed after division, including the text of the proposed
amendments).

10. If the minority fails to secure the agreement of the committee to give
what they consider to be suitable prominence to their views, they could
publish their views independently.  However, these could not be published by
the clerk and would not be published under the authority of the Parliament



and would, accordingly, not attract privilege for the purposes of the law of
defamation under Section 41 of the Scotland Act 1998.

Consideration

11. The committee is invited to consider whether there is any case for
changing the existing provisions.

12. The current arrangements allow the committees a high degree of
flexibility in how they can agree to reflect a range of views in their reports.  If
consensus cannot be achieved, then the committee will divide which, in itself,
provides a mechanism to record the alternative text (and those in favour of it)
in the minutes.

13. Experience has shown that committees will work hard, often across
party lines, to achieve a form of words that all members can sign up to.  Many
of the reports are agreed without the need for division.  It could be argued that
much of the power and validity of the conclusions of committee reports comes
from the fact that, so often, they are unanimous.  If the system were changed
to give a right to include a minority report, then there could be less of an
impetus to work towards an agreed text and views might be more inclined to
polarise. The more frequent appearance of majority, as opposed to
unanimous, committee reports  might also risk reducing the influence and
standing of committees and undermine their cross-party ethos.

14. On the other hand, the minority could argue that given the political
balance in the committees, it would be fair to move to a system which ensured
that their views were given equal prominence to those of the majority and not
simply, as a minimum,  reflected in minutes annexed to a report.

Conclusion

15. The committee is invited to consider whether the arrangements that
currently exist allow enough scope to reflect minority views in committee
reports.

Committee Office
5 June 2001











Substitution

PR/01/6/4

FOR DECISION

SIXTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

SUBSTITUTION ON COMMITTEES OF THE PARLIAMENT

Background

1. Motion S1M-1462 – Business Bulletin No 193/2000, 13 December 2000 –

(Committee Restructuring) in the name of Tom McCabe on behalf of the

Parliamentary Bureau called upon this committee:

“… to bring forward amendments to the Standing Orders to allow

substitutes with voting rights to be nominated for each of the

committees.”

2. Anticipating this requirement, the Committee had considered a paper on

the issue (PR/00/11/3) at its Eleventh Meeting 2000 on 7 November. A

further paper (PR/00/14/4) was discussed at its Fourteenth Meeting 2000

on 19 December.  Copies of these papers and the relevant OR extracts

are attached to this minute,  Annexes A and B respectively, for

information only.

Action initiated by the Committee at its meeting on 19 December

3. The Committee was fully alert to the importance of this issue to every

member of the Parliament and the need to establish and recommend well-

founded proposals as quickly as possible.  As an essential aid to this the

Committee unanimously commissioned a survey/questionnaire of all

MSPs, without which it considered that it would be difficult to make

progress.  A questionnaire was circulated to all MSPs quickly on 11

January 2001 (copy attached as Annex C).



Substitution

Response to this action

4. The initial response was however sufficiently disappointing for the

Convener to write directly to Party Managers on 25 April seeking their help

in making progress and this was copied to members of this Committee

(copy attached as Annex D).  The re-approach did not, unfortunately, elicit

the response hoped for and to date 52 (some partially) completed

questionnaires have been received.  A response of 40% of MSPs cannot

really be considered an authoritative aid to the development of consensual

proposals.

Annex E – analysis

5. While there is only limited advantage in analysing the responses received

to date,  this has been done and appears as Annex E.

Next Steps

6. The Committee now needs to decide on its next steps.

7. The instruction of the Parliament stands as set out in paragraph 1, but

without the views of a substantial majority of MSPs the Committee’s

agreed mode of proceeding is stalled.  The previous work done is at a

reasonably advanced stage.  Recess begins in July and there can now be

no standing order change brought to the Parliament until September at the

earliest.

8. Members may feel that that affords a final opportunity for those members

who have not forwarded completed questionnaires to the Committee to do

so.  To dispense with the outstanding questionnaire and go ahead to

propose measures would not sit particularly well with the Committee’s

usual consensual approach or be particularly methodologically sound, nor

at this stage would it result in a quicker resolution.  Once a full response

has been obtained from MSPs firm proposals can be brought to



Substitution

Committee quickly, standing orders drafted, discussed with colleagues as

appropriate, and the Committee’s obligation discharged as soon as

possible after the recess.

Recommendations

9. While 40% is not an inconsiderable number of responses, there is now an

opportunity for those MSPs who have not responded to be recontacted by

the clerk and for the Convener to write to the Presiding Officer and the

members of the Parliamentary Bureau bringing the Presiding Officer up to

date and asking them formally to support the Committee’s request that the

questionnaire work be completed quickly.

10. The Committee is invited to

• note the slightly disappointing number of questionnaire

responses received to date, and to agree to the Convener writing

to the Presiding Officer and the Bureau for their support in

clearing the backlog, and

• to receive a definitive paper with proposals as quickly as possible

after the summer recess once a majority of MSPs’ responses have

been received.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
June 2001



Substitution

Annex A

PR/00/11/3

FOR DECISION

ELEVENTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

SUBSTITUTION ON COMMITTEES OF THE PARLIAMENT

1. Attached is a paper, together with draft standing orders, on committee

substitution.

2. The intention is that the standing orders setting up a system of substitution

should be presented to the Parliament by the Convener on  23 November,

the next available opportunity for standing orders changes to be approved.

3. The guidance of the Committee today is sought on a number of points

(see paragraph 19 of the paper attached).  Three are of particular

importance.  First, should standing orders embody a prescriptive or a non-

prescriptive system.  In other words, should the standing orders set down

the circumstances in which a member could seek to be substituted; or

should no particular circumstances be prescribed.  Second, who should be

responsible for arranging substitutes: the member concerned, his/her

Party, or the Parliamentary Bureau.  Third, members from single member

parties, or single individual members, will have particular difficulties in

finding substitutes.  The Committee is asked whether it would support a

system where such members could seek substitutes from other Parties.

Dennis Canavan, Robin Harper and Tommy Sheridan have been

circulated with the attached paper, notified of the meeting, and

invited to respond, as have the Party Business Managers.

4. The Committee is invited to consider the issues set out in the

attached paper; instruct that appropriate amendments to the

standing orders are drawn up; and agree to these standing orders as

amended being incorporated in the 3rd Report of the Procedures



Substitution

Committee (Changes to the standing orders of the Scottish

Parliament, see agenda item PR/11/00/7).

5. 

6. The next scheduled committee meeting is not until 23 November.  We

suggest that, to prevent an additional meeting of the committee to

consider a single change to standing orders, members may wish to

be circulated with the draft standing orders when these become

available and sign them off by correspondence.  Work on draft

standing orders is well advanced and these can be circulated to

members quickly.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
November 2000



Substitution

Issue

1. Substitution on committees of the Parliament.

Raised by

2. Members of the Parliamentary Bureau and of the Conveners’ Group (see

below).  Mr Murray Tosh (see Annex A).

Background

3. On 25 October the Parliamentary Bureau consulted the CG on certain

proposals for the restructuring of committees of the Parliament.

4. Amongst these was that provision should be made in the standing orders

for the attendance at committees of the Parliament of substitutes.  The

Bureau proposal states that substitutes should be appointed with voting

rights; should be able to cover only for a member of their own Party; and

must be named.  Both the Bureau and CG recognised that detailed

proposals and draft standing orders were properly the business of the

Procedures Committee.

Current Procedure

5. Rule 6.3.6 of standing orders states that: “A committee member may not

be represented at a meeting of the committee by a substitute.”

6. Any MSP may of course attend any public committee meeting, may

participate at the invitation of the convener, but may not vote (Rule 12.2.2).

Only members of a committee may attend private meetings (Guidance for

the Operation of Committees, paragraph 7.13).

7. That MSPs can attend and speak at public meetings does not of course

amount to a system of substitution.  First, it is not systematic – it is up to



Substitution

individual MSPs and the conveners of committees.  Second, MSPs

attending committees in this way cannot vote.  Third, they cannot attend

private sessions.  Fourth, they are not substituting for anyone.

8. The main reasons for Rule 6.3.3 were: to ensure that the distribution of

members among committees was done with regard not only to Party

balance, but to indications of expertise and expressions of interest by

members themselves; and to ensure the maintenance of a stable

committee membership.  The abuse of a system of substitutes could be

held to frustrate these aims and to undermine what is perhaps one of the

greatest advantages to the Parliament of a committee system, namely, to

enable MSPs to develop expertise in debate, legislation and policy areas

of governance in order to hold the Executive to account.

9. We consider that such aims remain valid, and are indeed vital to maintain

and further strengthen the quality of the Parliamentary Committees.

Systems of substitution

10. Many Parliaments and Assemblies operate some form of substitution

system.  Unsurprisingly, there are variations of practice.

11. Briefly, members of the Assemblé Nationale serving on international or

European assemblies are able (at their request) to be exempted from

attending meetings of the Assemblé committee of which they are members

but must themselves arrange for another member of the committee to

stand in for them.

12. The Danish Folketing allows the Parties represented on standing

committees (with exceptions for certain committees) to appoint substitutes

for its members.  Such substitutes on Folketing committees may take part

in the debates of the committee but may not vote.



Substitution

13. The Canadian House of Commons works a system of substitutes.

Members of standing committees may submit to the clerk of the committee

a list of not more than 14 members selected from members of their own

party who may substitute for them.  The standing orders require that

notices of substitution must bear the signature of the appropriate Whip

before being forwarded to the clerk of the committee.  Substitutes assume

the full powers of the member for whom they are substituting.

14. The Swedish Rikstag permits substitutes with full rights.

15. The Australian House of Representatives does not operate a system of

substitutes.  A limited number of “supplementary members” may be

appointed to certain committees for particular enquiries, a flexibility

designed, presumably, to ensure the provision of special expertise when it

may be required.1

16. While the flexibility of substitution appears therefore to be a reasonably

common one, in practice where it exists it tends to be hedged around with

restrictions designed to encourage the maintenance of stability in

committee membership and to prevent abuse.

17. Such a system could confer one distinct benefit on committees of the

Parliament.  Were a freedom on members or Parties to identify another

member to attend to be established, committees might be expected to

carry empty chairs only very exceptionally.

18. To be effective, the system of substitution adopted by the Scottish

Parliament needs to be operated in such a way that it is not open to

abuse, and to confer clear general benefits.

                                           
1 This has also taken place in select committees of the House of Commons at Westminster (Erskine May, p632).
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Key Issues

19. There are a number of key issues for decision which will determine the

main features of the substitution system:

• situations where a substitution would be appropriate

• where does the responsibility lie for arranging (nominating)

the substitute?

• who is able to act as a substitute on a committee?

• the responsibility of a substitute

• administrative issues (notification: method and timescale)

Situations where substitutes would be appropriate

20. We think a substitution system should probably be used sparingly.  The

members of committees should aim to attend all or the vast majority of

their committee meetings.  It is important to maintain a stable committee

membership.

21. The Committee’s views are sought on exactly how prescriptive a

substitution system should be.  It would be possible to operate one

with few or  no restrictions at all; or to have some boundaries.

22. To have a system without restrictions could lead to many instances of

substitution.  Taken to extremes this might affect the depth of a

committee’s debate and its stability.  On the other hand by enhancing

flexibility in this way there could be instances where particular subjects

under discussion  might attract substitutes with relevant knowledge to a

committee’s benefit (though as pointed out in paragraph 6, present rules

do not prescribe the involvement of such members in public Committee

discussions).
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23. In any case it is suggested that a member should have very sound

reasons for not attending his/her committee.

24. Were a system with boundaries to be contemplated non attendance could

arise where the member had very urgent and non-routine business in the

Parliament elsewhere, for instance, attendance at another committee; or

where there were very pressing personal reasons, for example, sickness;

or emergency constituency business.  Given that time is set aside outside

the Parliamentary week in Edinburgh for routine constituency and Party

business, it would not be expected that reasons of such business would be

a normal reason for substitution.  The maintenance of the attendance roll

for each committee, published in the minutes, would include the names of

substitutes.

25. The rationale for the flexibility of a system of substitution is to ensure the

most effective use of MSPs’ time and, by such means, the best operation

of the Parliament as a whole.  Substitution should be directed specifically

at those objectives.

The responsibility for arranging substitutes

26. There are 3 main options: the Parliamentary Bureau; the Parties; and the

individual member who is seeking to be substituted.

27. The Bureau option appears the least flexible.  The Bureau normally meets

weekly, too infrequently for the quick decisions on individual cases which

might require to be made.  The Bureau is also heavily loaded with

business.  We also wonder whether it is appropriate for the Business

Manager of one Party to discuss substitutions which affect another.  The

Bureau might seek to draw up a once and for all “panel of substitutes”, or

substitutes’ list (see the Canadian example at paragraph 13 above).  But

this would be a complex business, and by selecting individuals in advance

of need (or availability) would be likely to fail to meet the requirement for
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flexibility which the Bureau decision to establish such a system sought in

the first place.

28. The individual option is less formal.  It may however be thought that the

decision over who shall substitute cannot be wholly personal to individual

members who are, in part, included on a particular committee by virtue of

their Party membership.  Such a system could of course deliver a named

substitute, but might not adequately take account of the legitimate right of

the Party to influence the decision over that substitution.  Nevertheless,

there seems nothing to prevent the individual member arranging for a

member of their own party to attend as a substitute.

29. The Party option appears perfectly able to deliver the flexibility required t

to provide a named substitute on a meeting by meeting basis.  The

individual Party Business Managers are likely to be in a good position to

deploy the appropriate cover for essential absences taking account of the

relative experience, availability and commitments of other Party members

on a meeting by meeting basis.  We recognise however that this could be

seen as an additional burden on Party Business Managers.

Who is able to act as a substitute?

30. One of Mr Tosh’s key concerns was to ensure that each political party

should be represented at committee (Annex A).  We note the Bureau

decision that substitutes should only be able to cover for a member of their

own Party and must be named.  To depart from that and permit cross

Party substitution would undermine the Party balance on committees

(which is itself one reflection of democratic accountability).  Such balance

is carefully preserved by the Parliament in agreeing to the appointment of

committee members.  We think that it would be wrong to depart from

this, that substitutions should be made only from members of the

same Party, and that party balance on the committees should be

maintained.
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31. In the case of one member Parties, or single individuals, however any

system of substitution based on the principle that only a member

from the same party could substitute for a member would not work

as there is no pool of substitutes on which they could draw.  Central

to any system of substitution is enhancement of the flexibility with

which members are able to go about their Parliamentary work, and

the ease with which Parliamentary business is processed.  These

flexibilities should in fairness be available to all members of the

Parliament.  Only members of the Parliament may participate directly

in the proceedings of a Parliamentary committee.  It follows therefore

that only other MSPs could substitute for a member in a single

member party, or who was a single member.  The Committee will wish

to discuss and consider whether it wishes to make such a

recommendation in the case of any single member parties, and single

members.

32. It is suggested that Conveners would not fall within a substitution scheme

as the deputy convener will take the convener’s place.  (Were the deputy

Convener to be unavailable also to convene a meeting the existing

provision for Temporary Conveners would apply.)  However, where deputy

Conveners were convening in place of the Convener their vacant place

could be filled by substitution. Similarly, where a member was acting as a

Temporary Convener substitution could be arranged to fill the resulting

vacancy.

The responsibility of a substitute

33. A fully effective system of substitution we think requires the substitute to

be able to play a full part in the proceedings of the committee to which he

has been assigned.  This means that not only would he/she participate

fully in the discussions at committee (as in the case of the Danish

Folketing), but could also vote (as in the Assemblé Nationale, Swedish

Rikstag, and the Canadian House of Commons).
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34. In order to participate fully and effectively the substitute will require to brief

themselves as fully as possible about the issues under discussion.  The

member for whom they are substituting will have a responsibility to assist

them as much as possible in this process.

35. Rule 12.6 (Reporters).  Normally we think that substitutes should not

perform the role of a Reporter.  A Reporter will often be chosen for his or

her individual expertise.  It is unlikely that their duty will be discharged

particularly quickly.  The decision of a committee to appoint a member to

this role pre-supposes that the member is fully briefed on the work of a

committee – difficult for a substitute to achieve.  Clearly however, a

substitution might be required for one meeting, for several, or for many,

depending on the circumstances of individual cases.  Where a substitution

falls into the latter category, and where otherwise appropriate, it may be

that a long term substitute could be nominated as a Reporter for a

particular committee.  It will be very important however in such

circumstances to ensure that the substitute, his/her Business Manager, the

Convener and the committee itself agree that the likely length of such a

substitution will enable the substitute to perform his/her Reporter role fully.

Administrative issues (notification: method and timescale)

36. It will be crucial that the administrative arrangements for substitutes are

clear.

37. It is in the nature of such a system that it may be required at short notice.

But short notice should never mean that confusion over the identity or

status of a substitute member should arise.

38. We think that the practice of the Canadian House of Commons, where a

notice of substitution carrying the name of the substitute member must be

lodged with the clerk of the committee bearing the signature of the relevant

Party Business Manager or whoever it is decided should be responsible

for nominations.  The Committee may wish to consider if the written
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consent of the member substituted where possible would be necessary.

Such notices should be lodged with the clerk in writing and normally at

least 1 hour prior to the start of the committee meeting as notified in the

Business Bulletin.  The clerk would be required to ensure that the

substitute received the appropriate committee papers.

39. The notice must also name the MSP for whom the named substitute is

substituting; and certify in general terms that the substitution is for a

reason fully within any boundaries laid down (such as those suggested in

paragraph 24).  A separate notice should normally be required for each

separate meeting at which a substitution is to be made.  (But if substitution

were necessary for a long period however a simple letter would suffice.)

The Convener will need to be satisfied that the letter of notice is in order

before inviting the substitute to take his/her seat.

Conclusions and Recommendations

General

40. An appropriate system of substitution on committees of the Parliament

could offer the Parliament welcome flexibility if operated responsibly, and

used sparingly.

41. We suggest the operation of the system should be monitored by the

Parliamentary Bureau and the Conveners’ Group, and a review should

take place by Procedures Committee not later than 18 months after

coming into effect.

42. Appropriate changes to the standing orders will be required; and guidance,

based on this paper, for inclusion in due course in the “Guidance for the

Operation of Committees” booklet may prove helpful also.
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Detail

43. The views of the Committee are sought on the following detail

(paragraph references are to this issues paper), that:

• there shall be a system of substitution of  members on

committees of the Scottish Parliament (paragraphs 3-4)

• substitution should be permitted

- either where members are required elsewhere on very

urgent and non-routine Parliamentary business, or  have

very pressing personal reasons

- or have emergency constituency business

-  travel difficulties might be a legitimate reason for

substitution

-     [AS NOTED IN THE PAPER IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE TO

HAVE A SYSTEM OF SUBSTITUTIONS WITH  FEW OR

NO RESTRICTIONS] (paragraphs 21-25)

• a substitution may only be made by a member of the same Party

(paragraphs 26-29)

• a substitute must be named

• [a substitute can be chosen only by the Business Manager of the

Party of which he/she is a member or arranged by the member?]

(paragraph 30)

• [where a member is in a one member Party, or is a single individual

however,  such a  member may seek to be substituted by a member

of any other Party through the Party Business Managers or by an

independent member] (paragraph 31)

• a substitute may not act as a convener, or deputy convener

(paragraph 32)

• a substitute may act as a committee Reporter with the agreement of

the committee (paragraph 35)
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• a substitute shall be able to take a full part in committee

proceedings, including voting

• the Business Manager of the Party of which he/she is a member/or

the member must normally notify the clerk of the committee in

writing by means of a letter signed by the Business Manager and the

member being substituted not later than 1 hour before the start of the

relevant committee meeting as notified in the Business Bulletin with:

the name of the substitute member; the name of the member for

whom he/she is substituting, and certifying that the absence is for

the reasons of urgent parliamentary business, or very pressing

personal reasons, or emergency constituency business [ARE SUCH

ARRANGEMENTS OVERLY BUREAUCRATIC?] (paragraphs 36-39)

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
October 2000
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PR/00/14/4

FOR CONSIDERATION

FOURTEENTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

SUBSTITUTION ON COMMITTEES
FURTHER POINTS

Background

1. The Committee discussed this issue at its meeting on 7 November

(PR/00/11/3) Annex A to the attached issues paper) and reached

positions on a number of points.

2. The Convener wrote to the Presiding Officer and Business Managers

subsequently copying the official report of the Committee’s discussion to

them as an aid to further discussions among those responsible (copy at

Annex B to the attached paper).

Points for today

3. Subsequently a few further points have been floated by Parties and by

officials on which the Committee’s views will be welcome.

Attached issues paper

4. The attached issues paper summarises the committee’s position at the

earlier discussion, identifies the further points, and asks the Committee to

discuss today.

Draft report

5. Annex C is a draft report which will be resubmitted with proposed standing

orders once outstanding points have been resolved.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
December 2000
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FOR DISCUSSION

Issue

1. Substitution on Committees – further points

Raised by

2. The Parliament.  Officials.

Background

3. The Committee previously considered the issue of substitution on

committees at its meeting on 7 November 2000.  The paper considered by

the Committee (PR/00/11/3) is attached as Annex A.  The Convener

wrote to the Presiding Officer and Business Managers (copy Annex B).

Motion

4. A motion covering committee restructuring and substitution was lodged by

the Bureau on Tuesday 12 December.  The motion called upon the

Procedures Committee to, “bring forward amendments to standing orders

to allow substitutes with voting rights to be nominated for each of the

committees.” The Parliament debated and agreed the motion on Thursday

14 December.

Committee’s conclusions

5. The committee reached the following conclusions at its meeting on 7

November (OR Cols 525-531), that,

• substitutes should be  named
• the nomination of substitutes was a matter for the parties
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• the clerk should be notified of the name of the substitute
• substitutes should not act as Conveners or deputy Conveners
• substitutes should take a full part in committee proceedings

including voting
• substitutes could be reporters

Single member parties

6. Views were expressed on substitution arrangements for single member

parties, but no unanimous, final position was arrived at.

Present Position

7. We understand that points have arisen from discussions between the

parties which have implications for the position arrived at by the

Committee, and Parliamentary officials have raised points also.  These are

set out below.

Who should substitute

8. An idea has been floated for a system where each party would nominate a

substitute for each committee, i.e. that there would be one substitute per

party per committee.  Such a system we understand is seeking to balance

the need to husband MSPs’ time, with enabling substitutes to have the

time to make informed contributions to committees where they are

required to be present.

9. This represents a departure however from the Committee’s thoughts on

this point, where it was envisaged that each member would nominate a

substitute for each committee of which they are a member.  (In either

case, substitutes would be nominated and proposed to the Parliament for

approval.)  Would however a system of each member having a named

substitute deliver substitutes in a position to make informed contributions

to committees?  Would it be likely to prove over-elaborate and clumsy to

administer?  If the named substitute were not available, but others in the
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party were, the latter’s prevention from substituting because the named

substitute only had been appointed by the Parliament would seem to be an

unwelcome inflexibility.  On the other hand, a system of one Party

substitute per committee, while having fewer substitutes to manage and

possibly allowing MSPs more time to brief themselves on the committee’s

work on a continuous basis, has implications for voting which are

discussed below.  The Committee is invited to take a view.

Participation and voting

10. Two issues have been raised in relation to the extent of a substitute

member’s powers.

11. The first is a question of whether a substitute member should have all the

powers accorded to an established committee member.  Previous

discussions of the Committee suggested that a substitute should be

accorded all the powers and functions of a full committee member

including such occasional ones like foreign visits.  The only roles where

the Committee envisaged that substitutes would not be appropriate were

those of Convener, deputy Convener (and, by implication Temporary

Convener).  While the Committee were agreed that a substitute should be

able to act as Reporter, it was also clear that it was felt this would be a

rare occurrence.  It would be helpful if the Committee could reconfirm their

views.

12. The second issue relates to the use of votes.  The Committee was clear

that substitutes should have voting rights.  (The motion agreed to by the

Parliament on 14 December also calls for substitutes to have voting

rights.)  The suggestion that each party would have one substitute per

committee however provokes a further question – if more than one

member of a particular party is absent from a particular committee, does

the party substitute attend on behalf of just one member, or more than

one?  And, if they attend on behalf of all absent members of that party, do

they also carry the votes of all members for whom they are substituting?
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13. This is an interesting point.  Committees are constituted proportionally to

the Party members.  To allow the substitute one vote only might be

considered to be a departure from that where more than one of his or her

party were absent.  To allow him to dispose of more than one vote

however could be seen to undermine the principle of individual members

taking individual decisions on the merits of the arguments heard in

committee.  Committees try their best to operate consensually.  But voting

is nevertheless an essential feature of committee operations and the

nature of votes is frequently determined by Party positions.

14. To avoid such difficulties we might seek to explore further a system which

distinguishes between substitute and proxy functions.  The person present

on behalf of one or more same-Party members might have the capacity to

act both as substitute and proxy,  substituting for a member or members in

committee discussion and voting  as the proxy of the absentee/absentees

[and specifically to their instructions.]  (This could of course involve the

substitute member – when acting as a proxy - placing proxy votes for and

against the same motion.  Equally there might be occasions where a

substitute would not vote, having no proxy votes authorised.)

Single member parties

15. The Committee did not previously reach a firm, unanimous conclusion on

any arrangements for single member parties.  Members did suggest that

members of single member parties might be able to substitute for other

members of single member parties.

16. The Committee is invited to re-consider whether members of single

member parties should be invited to form a group (“party”) for the

purposes of substitution.  Such an approach would be similar to that used

for establishing representation on the Parliamentary Bureau.  (To secure

representation on the Parliamentary Bureau members who are members

of parties with less than 5 members may band together to form a group for

the purposes of representation).  Depending on what threshold was set,
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any such arrangement might or might not bite on single members in the

present Parliament.

Guidance

17. We recommend that once all details are worked out guidance should be

produced that substitutes should receive committee papers as a matter of

routine to enable them to be properly informed.  Guidance might also

cover topics such as notice to the clerk and any other advice which the

Committee considers relevant.

Conclusion and check list

18. Members are invited to discuss [and take a view on] the following

points as detailed above:

• should there be one named Party substitute for each committee, or
should each committee member have a named substitute?

• the Committee previously said that substitutes should have the
scope to perform all functions of a committee member, including
reporter, except Convener and deputy Convener.  Can the Committee
confirm that this remains its view.

• should the substitute be able to dispose of one or more votes of
absent members for whom he or she may be substituting or a proxy
basis and under the specific instructions of the absent member or
members?  That is, should the substituting member be both
substitute (for the purpose of discussion) and proxy (for voting).
How would that work?  How would reassurance be given that a vote
was being cast according to the wishes of the absentee?

• should single member parties be able to group for the purpose of
substitution?  If so, what threshold or number should apply to trigger
such a right?

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
December 2000
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 Procedures Committee

EDINBURGH
EH99 1SP

9 November 2000
To:
Presiding Officer
Deputy Presiding Officers
Committee Conveners
Party Business Managers
Tommy Sheridan, MSP
Dennis Canavan, MSP
Robin Harper, MSP

Substitution on Committees of the Parliament

At its meeting on 7 November the Procedures Committee considered the
issue of substitution on committees. I am sure you will be interested in the
Committee discussion and I have attached the relevant extract from the
Official Report to this letter.

I hope you find this useful.

Murray Tosh MSP
Convener of the Procedures Committee
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Annex B

Extract from the Official Report of the Procedures Committee, 7
November 2000

Col 525
Substitution

The Convener: We took quite a long time over that item, and we shall
probably take quite a long time discussing the next paper, which is about
substitution on committees in the Parliament. Elizabeth Watson, the head of
the committee office, who has been sitting quietly and patiently in the wings,
will join us for this item.
As members are aware, a fair amount of discussion is going on around the
Parliament at the moment about the committee structure and committee
personnel. We must appreciate that no decisions have yet been made and
that it is not appropriate for us to make those decisions. A much wider
constituency is involved. The role of the Procedures Committee will be to
review the changes in the standing orders. None the less, a number of issues
have been flagged up for comment in paragraph 43 of the paper, and it would
be reasonable for us to express our opinions on how we see those matters
operating. We shall feed those opinions back to the Parliamentary Bureau and
to the Conveners group and the party groups, where the debate will continue.
At present, however, we are not in a position to make any decisions.
Do you have any opening comments about the paper, Elizabeth, before we
turn to the specific areas on which views are sought?
Elizabeth Watson (Scottish Parliament Directorate of Clerking and
Reporting): The paper sets out quite clearly the areas that the committee is
invited to address. From a purely administrative point of view, my main
interest is to ensure that any arrangements that are put in place are clear and
easily operated, so that there is never any dubiety as to whether someone is
simply attending a meeting or whether they are there as a substitute. The
arrangements should be flexible but clear.
The Convener: The views of committee members are sought on the details
about the substitution of members as outlined in paragraph 43 of the paper.
The first principle to discuss is whether there will be a system of substitution
of members.
Donald Gorrie: I find the issue quite difficult. The strength of the committee
system is that committee members can build up a knowledge of the issues
and can sensibly contribute to discussions. Any incomer—no matter how
bright—will not have such a background.
That said, convener, you raised the point of what happens when members are
expected to be in two places at once. On balance, I would accept a system of
substitution, although it would be very
Col 526
unfortunate if that system became loose and members felt that they could
send someone else to a meeting for whatever reason. As a result, any system
of substitution should have tight criteria.
The Convener: That is pretty much my own view.
Janis Hughes: I more or less agree with Donald Gorrie. The continuing
restructuring of committees, which we all hope will be finished soon, should
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reduce the need for substitutes as it will reduce individual members’
committee commitments. I hope that that will mean that members will not
have to be in two places at once, as so often happens at the moment. That
said, there should still be a system of substitution although, as Donald Gorrie
pointed out, it needs to be stringent and we must be very clear about the
parameters within which it would work.
The Convener: From those comments, I take it that the committee generally
agrees to the principle of a system of substitution, which is the way that the
debate is going in Parliament anyway.
We move on to the next point about the criteria for such a system. Are
members agreed that such criteria should include urgent parliamentary
business; pressing personal reasons; emergency constituency business; and
travel difficulties?
Janis Hughes: It is for individual members, not us, to decide what their own
pressing personal reasons might be. Although they should have a legitimate
reason for needing a substitute, that should be an internal party decision.
Donald Gorrie: I accept Janis Hughes’s comments. We cannot really pry into
why it is essential for a member to go to the pensioners lunch club in
Coatbridge instead of to a committee. Perhaps there could be a provision for
a committee member to raise a yellow card if they thought that another
member was substituting too much.
The Convener: We could get round that problem with the requirement
suggested later in the paper that the business manager must nominate for the
substitution. It will be incumbent on business managers to ensure that their
members are not abusing the system and imposing burdens on colleagues. At
this stage, that might be a more effective means of regulation than any form of
words. I agree with Donald Gorrie’s point that we do not want the committees
to lose the coherence of their membership through certain members taking
advantage of the system.
The next suggestion in the paper is that any substitute should be a member of
the same party only. That seems a fairly logical and obvious point.
Col 527
Donald Gorrie: It is; however, members of single-member parties should
perhaps be allowed to choose a substitute from another party on the basis of
the issue under discussion. I am not quite sure of Dennis Canavan’s current
position; however, if Tommy Sheridan or Robin Harper had an amendment or
particular point that they wanted to press and knew that a particular member
or party was sympathetic to their views, they could choose that member or a
member from that party as a substitute if they could not make a meeting.
The Convener: Any member can attend a committee meeting to move an
amendment; members who cannot attend certain meetings usually arrange
for a party colleague to move their amendments for them. That said, I would
have thought that, under such circumstances, if any member cannot move
their own amendment, they will have to find someone else to move it for them.
Donald Gorrie: Perhaps I meant that there could be a substitution when
voting on an amendment, instead of when an amendment is moved. Voting is
the key issue; perhaps a member could arrange for a sympathetic member to
attend, speak to and vote on an amendment.
10:45
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The Convener: In such circumstances, I would withdraw my amendment and
try my luck at stage 3 instead.
Janis Hughes: I disagree with Donald Gorrie. Members of single-member
parties should not be able to choose MSPs from other parties to represent
them at committee meetings. Such a provision would contravene the
Parliament’s agreement on the political balance of committees. I have no
problem with members of single-member parties being able to substitute for
each other; however, I have a problem with those members being able to
choose a substitute to vote for them from any political party that is aligned
with their views.
The Convener: Does Donald Gorrie think that Tavish Scott would let him
attend the Social Inclusion, Housing and Voluntary Sector Committee to vote
on behalf of Tommy Sheridan and one of his amendments?
I suspect that that is a somewhat academic question.
Donald Gorrie: It raises an important example. In such a position, would it be
Tavish Scott, as my party’s business manager, or Tommy Sheridan, as his
party’s business manager, who gave me the permission to go?
The Convener: I think that your business manager would have something to
say about that. I certainly do not know the answer to that
Col 528
question.
I agree with Janis Hughes. It is very difficult to see how a member of another
party can effectively substitute for another member. I try to be extremely
sympathetic to single-member parties, because I am a single member myself
on my own committees, and I understand their difficulties; however,
sometimes we have to say, "Tough—that's just the way it is." I cannot
envisage a satisfactory form of substitution for those parties.
We have skipped over a few points in the paper. I think that members agree
that any substitute must be named.
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: Should the substitute be chosen only by the business
manager, or can a member arrange their own substitute? Is that a matter for
this committee?
Janis Hughes: That is an internal party matter and any such decision should
be based on a party's particular rules.
The Convener: We should bear in mind Elizabeth Watson's point that the
system should be crisply administered, and that it should be clear who is
attending a committee as a substitute and why. We want the parties to agree
a very clear mechanism that they will then apply.
Donald Gorrie: If we have a standard letter that is signed by the business
manager, any private arrangements about substitution could be made by the
business manager himself. Or herself, if there are any female business
managers. Are there any female business managers?
The Convener: Yes. Trish Marwick is the SNP's business manager.
What are committee members' views on the next suggestion that a substitute
cannot act as convener or deputy convener? That seems sensible to me.
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: The next suggestion does not seem so sensible. Do
members agree that a substitute can act as committee reporter with the
committee's agreement?
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Donald Gorrie: I was not too keen on that point myself.
The Convener: At first sight, we might not agree with that suggestion.
However, it might relate more to a situation where a member might need to go
on maternity leave; or does it relate to a longer-term replacement on a
committee? If a substitute member is on a committee for a prescribed period
of, for example, six months, they should be able to fulfil the role of reporter if
the committee agrees.
Col 529
Elizabeth Watson: The people who framed the paper did so without any
preconceived ideas about whether the suggestion would be appropriate.
There are arguments for and against. The argument for clearly pertains to the
situation that Janis Hughes described, where there is a longer-term absence
and a substitution would increase the pool of members available as reporters.
However, against that argument, the committee should remember that a
substitute is only a substitute and is likely to be a substantive member of
another committee, from which they will likely have a heavy work load. It
might be more appropriate for a committee to draw its reporters from its
permanent membership rather than calling on a substitute, who may have
heavy duties and may be acting as a reporter for a committee on which they
are a permanent member. It is a question for you, but there may be
arguments that weigh against the proposal as well as those that are in favour.
The Convener: The appointment of substitutes as committee reporters
should probably be allowable because we should not circumscribe the work of
committees. Circumstances could arise in which it is appropriate for
substitutes to be reporters. I should have thought that there would always be
a raised eyebrow at the suggestion that a substitute should act as a reporter,
given the downsides that there are. It could be permissible, but one would
expect the committee to be very careful about it.
Donald Gorrie: Could the committee—this question will show my
ignorance—ask Member Snooks, who is very knowledgeable about a
particular sphere but is not a member of the committee, to produce a report
on some subject? Does a reporter have to be a member of the committee?
Elizabeth Watson: The reporter would have to be a member of the
committee. The committee could invite anyone to produce a paper for it, but
technically that person would not do so as the reporter.
Donald Gorrie: As I am losing out on the question of small parties, is it
agreed that the two or three single members of parties can substitute for each
other and that for this particular purpose they are accepted as a group? I think
that that is what Janis Hughes suggested.
The Convener: Again, I am not sure that that is a question for the committee
to decide. In practical terms, if a group of independent members who, as they
have fewer than five members, do not form a party in the parliamentary sense
choose to operate informally as Dennis Canavan, Robin Harper and Tommy
Sheridan have done, it is
Col 530
reasonable that everybody else should respect that and co-operate with it to
assist them in the conduct of their business. If we introduce substitution, I will
not bat an eyelid if Tommy Sheridan is due to attend a committee and Robin
Harper appears in his place—that is up to them.
The next detail on which our opinion is sought is the recommendation that
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"a substitute shall be able to take a full part in committee proceedings,
including voting".
Are we all happy with that?
Members: Yes.
The Convener: I draw members’ attention to the representation that we have
received from Lord James Douglas-Hamilton, who advises us that he does
not think that that is a particularly good idea. I rather agree with him, but think
that it is unrealistic to envisage substitutes attending meetings and not voting
on legislation, as any significant vote on legislation is likely to be whipped.
However, when committees are not talking about legislation—the nuts and
bolts of changing the law—but are making decisions on committee work, such
as committee reports, which are not so party political, one might wonder about
someone coming in with a mandate to vote in a specific way. I like to think
that, if a committee report is being considered, the only people who will vote
are those who have been present throughout an inquiry, have heard all the
evidence, know what the issues are and are in a position to pass judgment. It
would be difficult to frame a two-tier approach, so I will accept the view of the
majority.
Donald Gorrie: If the substitute cannot vote, the whole issue is redundant as
other members can attend anyway—one can get a pal to go to a meeting with
a watching brief. Either we have voting substitutes or we have no substitutes.
The Convener: The next recommendation is that the business manager of
the party concerned will notify the clerk of the committee of the substitution,
giving the names of the substitute and the person who is being substituted
and certifying that the substitution is reasonable, and will do so not later than
an hour before the start of the relevant committee. That permits the member
who is stranded in Shetland to use travel as a reason, but not the person
whose car does not start and who encounters difficulty on the Glasgow train—
it is hard luck if they did not realise in time that they could not attend.
Janis Hughes: Thank you.
The Convener: I am sure that you would tell us more than an hour before the
start of the meeting.
Is that recommendation agreed?
Col 531
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: I wish to raise the issue of the attendance of members at
private meetings. Up to a point, substitution will take care of that issue, but
there are circumstances in which members who are not on a particular
committee might have a legitimate reason to be at a private meeting of that
committee. It seems ridiculous to have to require a party colleague to stand
down to make way for one as a substitute.
In the context of the issue of substitution, there should be a review of the
question of who is entitled to attend a private meeting. From my background
in local government, I know that any councillor could go to any meeting.
Councillors who were not members of a particular committee could attend its
private meetings—all members were regarded as a part of the collective body.
I would not like 129 members to turn up for a private meeting of the
Procedures Committee, but if for any reason a non-member wished to be
present while we considered a report or another item of business in private, it
should be legitimate for that member to make the case to the convener and
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the clerk as to why they should be allowed to be present, and that case
should be viewed sympathetically.
I throw that in only as an opinion, because I think that it would require a
change to standing orders or committee guidance. If giving my opinion feeds it
into the system, I expect the system at some stage to spit back some kind of
answer that will allow us to progress the matter—an issues paper or a
proposal.
Janis Hughes: Do you think that a member who attends a private session
should be able to participate or should merely be able to observe?
The Convener: I think that it would be reasonable for the member to
participate, but perhaps not to vote as they would be an extra presence rather
than a substitute. I am thinking of the example of a fishing spokesman who
was unable to attend a private meeting of the Rural Affairs Committee to
discuss a fishing report, although he had participated in the discussions all the
way through. The rule that prevented him from taking part in the final business
is a bit inflexible and should be reviewed. That might be the only example that
has occurred, but I imagine that there might be others.
We have expressed our views on that and will ensure that they are
communicated to the relevant people. They may or may not influence the
outcome. This issue will come back to the committee, as any decisions that
are taken will require amendment to the standing orders, which we will
consider and present to the Parliament.
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Extract from the Official Report of The Procedures Committee, 19
December 2000

Col 580
Committee Substitutes

The Convener: We come to the paper on substitution on committees, which
was produced late in the day—we apologise for that. The remit to come up
with a paper on substitutes was given last week, although we knew it was
coming. A paper has been circulating, but it was cleared by the various parties
that had to be consulted only yesterday, hence its late arrival by e-mail
yesterday evening.
A number of issues have been discussed previously, although by only three of
us. The paper asks us to take a view on a narrow range of issues for decision.
We were slow to come in this morning because we attempted, as we normally
do, to have a little chat before the meeting about how we might take the
discussion. We found that many issues arose on the matter that were not
covered in the paper. For example, what happens if we have one named party
substitute for a committee and two party members are sick? If a committee of
seven members was dealing with a bill, that would raise a material issue. Is a
party prepared to have amendments or motions defeated in committee
because it is unable to cover for someone who is ill or otherwise absent?
Does the one named substitute automatically get the papers, including the
private papers? Does that person have the right to come to the committee
without notice? Should that person be allowed simply to opt in and out of
committee work? In my circumstances, I can imagine dividing the work of a
committee between me and a deputy, who would replace me for certain items
of committee business.
Many such issues that were not addressed by the paper arose in the course
of our discussion. We find ourselves in a difficult position, because the
Parliament is keen to agree on and establish substitutes quickly. I remain
nervous that we have not consulted particularly widely. I referred to the paper
having been circulated internally—I meant by that that it had been circulated
within the directorate of clerking and reporting. We do not have views from
other members on how substitution will work. We do not have an especially
clear steer from anyone, because there has been no official consultation
response from anyone.
Although it is difficult to give the committee a comprehensive list now, we
thought that we might usefully talk through some of the issues, including any
that members want to ventilate. We could devise some kind of questionnaire,
which we will circulate among all our colleagues, to seek their opinions. As
part of that process, the views of business managers would be canvassed.
The
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questionnaire would result in the publication of a summary that would not
identify the views of any individuals. However, in addition to individual input,
we would want the business managers to speak for their parties. The
conveners group might reasonably have views on substitution as well.
I am not anxious to hurry on this and to get it wrong. I would rather take the
necessary time—if that means that the Parliament has to work for a few
weeks without substitutes, so be it. We have done it for a year and a half and
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we have survived. We would be better to take time, to consult and to come
back with a considered report, which reflected the views of as big a majority
as we can assemble behind the suggestions. I throw that suggestion to you
for your consideration, ladies and gentlemen.
Mr Paterson: A questionnaire is a good idea, but we should perhaps include
a tick box so that members can say whether they are a front bencher, a back
bencher or a committee convener. In the short time that I have had this draft
report, I have made a few notes. For example, given the powers invested in
subs, why do we not make them full members? Frankly, it seems silly to call
them substitutes in the first place.
Let us take the Local Government Committee, whose membership has been
reduced to seven, and which will have one sub. That committee has to
consider the Kerley report, conduct an inquiry into local government finance—
the committee has to conduct that inquiry because the Executive will not do
it—and consider a local government bill. In all, it will have to consider five or
six big chunks of legislation. A substitute in that context would have to keep
themselves up to date—they could wander in the door some day and
participate in a vote. It has been difficult enough for members of the
committee to keep everything in the air, particularly over the past six months.
It would be impossible for a substitute to understand everything that was
going on at the drop of a hat, as it would be for a member who attended
meetings only when their direct interests came into play.
I find it difficult to get my head round how the system would work. God forbid
that each party's substitutes walk into a meeting on the same day—that could
happen. Do parties get two substitutes each? Where would that leave Tommy
Sheridan or Dennis Canavan?
There is also the idea of a proxy vote. If that were accepted, it would pay
members to stay in bed and send somebody else to a meeting. They would in
effect have two votes.
The Convener: Or four.
Mr Paterson: Yes. We are skating on thin ice.
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The substitutes proposal has been made for committees that have recently
been chopped in size. It is a mechanism to take care of what is, quite frankly,
a stupid change. The proposal on substitutes is just window dressing to make
the reduction in the size of the committees work. I do not think that it will work,
no matter what we do.
Donald Gorrie: The suggestion at our previous meeting was, on the whole,
reasonable: that there should be named substitutes, and that a party's
business manager or whip would produce a chitty of some sort, saying that A
N Other was substituting for J Smith. I do not accept what the report says
about what happens when two people in a party are ill at once. They merely
nominate two substitutes. If a party wants to say that a certain person will
normally be the substitute—they have first call—and that person tries to keep
abreast of developments in the relevant committee's work, that is fair enough.
However, I think that substitutes ought to be nominated on individual
occasions. That would mean substituting a member for another member and
allowing the substitute to vote; it would not be like swapping voting cards.
It would just be impossible for the substitute to keep up to speed. Some
European institutions have substitutes, but they have no other job, so they get
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all the papers. I think that the Committee of the Regions has involved
substitutes, certainly in the past. Because the substitutes had nothing else to
do, they could read the papers and keep up to speed, but that is not the reality
here. The best that we could expect would be for the person who must be
absent to brief the substitute on the line that he or she would take.
Given the party political tensions that arise, substitutes must probably be
agreed. What we recommended last time is fair enough, but if other members
want to discuss it further, that is fine.
11:00
The Convener: I want to clarify something. The suggestion was that we
should have a named party substitute for each committee. The point was
made that we should try to identify a regular substitute, who would have a
better chance of knowing about the issues that a committee was dealing with
and of being able to contribute from a relatively informed position.
Our difficulty this morning has been that we are trying to graft on the idea of
additional replacements if the substitute could not attend a meeting. In
discussing that, you appear to be talking about a two-tier substitution system,
but I am not sure that that is necessarily what you mean. I am referring to the
idea of having a named substitute and, in addition, the ability to bring in
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other people as and when necessary—for example, to preserve the voting
balance on a bill. It would be accepted that those people had not followed the
consideration of the bill and that they were not up to speed with the work of
the committee, but were there simply to vote.
Such a situation is inescapable if we seek to have substitution. The principle
of having a person on standby in each party to fill in for any colleague who
might not be able to attend gives the substitute a chance of developing a
reasonable degree of knowledge and continuity.
Donald Gorrie: I acknowledge that point, but the point that is made in the
paper is that people such as you or me, convener, who are the only members
of our respective parties on a committee, would have a named substitute.
What if the substitute and I were both in a car crash and neither of us could
come? The party should be able to nominate somebody else. If Labour's
representation was too light in number for whatever reason, the party should
be able to nominate two people. The idea of having a reserve is reasonable.
With the reduction in the size of committees, I think that one or two people in
our party will be asked to attend committees fairly regularly, although not as
voting members. Ultimately, it must be open to the party whip to nominate a
substitute on each occasion, although the substitute would regularly be the
same person.
Janis Hughes: I agree with Donald Gorrie that we covered some of the same
points at our previous meeting. I was happy enough with them then. I do not
understand some of Gil Paterson's comments: I think that he is getting
confused with the debate that we had recently on committee restructuring. He
should bear it in mind that we have been discussing substitutes on
committees for a long time. That discussion predates by far discussion of
committee restructuring.
Mr Paterson: Does it?
Janis Hughes: I am not sure whether last week's debate has left Gil with a
sour taste in his mouth—there is perhaps a bit of that creeping in. I do not
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understand what the issue is. Two members of my party are not at this
meeting, for different reasons.
The question of substitutes is well recognised. We must be careful. I refer
members to our previous discussions about a named person being allowed to
substitute. If that person wants to keep up to speed on the issues that a given
committee is considering, so much the better. We need to be careful about
whether we are simply allowing people to be chosen to go to a committee.
The convener mentioned the possibility of a member using a substitute from
their party for part of a committee meeting. I have concerns about
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that. That is in no way the spirit in which discussions on substitutions have
taken place. I believe that a list has been produced of the reasons that could
preclude a named person from being at a committee, which include, I recall,
sickness and emergency constituency business. A substitute would be able to
take that person’s place in such circumstances. We must take care in deciding
why we use substitutes. We are getting away from the original arguments that
were proposed.
The Convener: That said, I understand Donald Gorrie’s point about there
being one or two members of his party who will be asked to attend committee
meetings, presumably because the party’s spokesman has an interest in the
discipline being discussed, or because it is felt that the work load is best
managed by two people.
I can understand the justification for a party being entitled to only one vote on
any matter. One of the distinct advantages of the revised smaller committee
structure is that members will have time to go to other committees. There
have been occasions in the past year and a half when members have gone to
other committees and have not felt entirely welcome; they have felt like
outsiders—that they are extraneous—and conveners have given them short
shrift. If we are genuinely saying that additional people should go to
committees, we should perhaps be more flexible. A party may have only one
vote and the official member of the committee may be the person who votes,
but is it unreasonable for a couple of people working together to split the work
load between them?
I find having to read every paper on every issue and being a spokesman a
heavy burden, especially as I am on two committees. I do not know how
Labour members organise their work load, but if there are four or five of them
on a committee, it is more realistic for them to divide up any research or
background work that must be done to advance a particular argument. We
must examine the process from everybody's point of view and appreciate that
different groups of different sizes might have different ways of looking at
things. That is another reason why I want to progress on the basis of a survey
of opinion.
Gil Paterson made a point about differentiating between conveners and
ministers and so on. I do not know whether that is valid, but it might be
reasonable to differentiate by party affiliation. I am extemporising as we go
through. I have a way of looking at this, which is dictated by my party's
circumstances—not by my political viewpoint. We have one member per
committee, so I look at this in a different way from Janis Hughes. Her
viewpoint is not political either; it is just that the Labour party has a different
perspective because
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there are more Labour members and there are many of them on each
committee.
It might be pertinent for us to examine the issue on a party basis. If it emerges
that a majority of MSPs take a view on a particular aspect, and that the
Labour MSPs take one view and, say, the Liberal and Conservative MSPs
take another, that will give us a basis on which to ask, "Are we trying to share
the power? Are we trying to come up with a decision that respects
everybody’s interests and points of view?" I do not know what the committee
thinks of that suggestion, but I offer it to members.
Mr Paterson: It is fairly reasonable. I am asking that the views of back
benchers in particular be identified. Not only are most of them on the back
benches, but they are on the back burner. It is reasonable to suggest that
there may be a party political element to people’s views and it is fair to register
it. The more information we gather, the more we will benefit from the exercise.
The Convener: We would have to promise that it would not be possible for
anyone to cross-refer, and that nobody’s views would be distinguishable. We
would present views only as being those of a party or of back benchers as a
group. We would not identify back benchers from a party, because that would
narrow down the results too far.
Donald Gorrie: Such a survey would be helpful. You have persuaded me that
a sort of job share is worth considering. Previously, I would have thought that
it was out of the box, but it is worth considering. The one thing that is not
worth considering is proxy votes. The idea that one person can come along
and cast two votes is absolutely out.
The Convener: Six members of a committee could take a decision, with a
four to two vote, but it would not be valid because the committee was
inquorate.
Mr Paterson: Or a member could turn up and vote on behalf of everybody. I
have been consistent since the start; I do not hold with Janis Hughes’s view
that the proposals on substitutes and committee restructuring are unrelated.
This is the selling job on the restructuring that we undertook last week. I will
wait for the results of the survey.
Janis Hughes: The general view is that a survey would be a good idea, but I
remind members of what we said:
"We think a substitution system should probably be used sparingly. The
members of committees should aim to attend all or the vast majority of their
committee meetings. It is important to maintain a stable committee
membership."
I am concerned that the discussion is moving well away from that. We must
be careful about how the questions in the survey are phrased. I want to ask
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questions on the original concept of a substitute, which was that substitutes
should be used when members cannot attend committees for emergency
reasons. The discussion is now going in a completely different direction.
The Convener: You say that that was the original concept, but whose original
concept was it? The report is credited to the clerking and reporting directorate,
but that might mean a single official of the Parliament. The committee’s role is
to consider the issues and, as we discuss them, to tease out other points.
What we have discussed this morning may include a lot of stuff that is off the
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wall, which we will consider and knock back, but we must proceed on the
basis that everything is considered.
The survey will detect what members think. I do not feel overly constrained by
the report. The theory is that such reports are mine and that I present them to
the committee, but I do not know one thing about them until they arrive by e-
mail. That is a wee fiction that we should perhaps strip away. Perhaps there
should be a named person on reports, rather than the directorate name. We
will blame Carol McCracken, but it may well have been Elizabeth Watson—
who knows?
Donald Gorrie: I wish to respond to Janis Hughes's point. I agree entirely that
substitutes should be used as sparingly as possible. I thought that whips
would write a chitty—which is in effect a sort of parental sick note—saying
that because J Smith is unable to go to a committee meeting, due to a family
bereavement or the fact that he is in hospital or whatever, R Brown is
nominated as a substitute. It is up to the whip to testify that the substitution is
a genuine necessity. That would address the point that was made.
The Convener: That brings back memories of years of staffroom humour at
the various ways in which diarrhoea is spelled, or at least begun to be spelled
and then scored out to be replaced by something more graphic.
Mr Paterson: God forbid that I see a good use for a whip, but it may be a
good idea in the situation that we are discussing. There is a serious point: our
job is to scrutinise. Do not forget that substitutes will have commitments
elsewhere. If substitutes are doing their job correctly, they will be busy people,
which might mean that they do not pay as much attention to their substitute
committee as they should. The whips might be a useful beast—I will take a
raincheck on that.
The Convener: You cannot take that comment out of the Official Report, I am
afraid.
Mr Paterson: That is why I included the raincheck—as a health warning.
The Convener: We have agreed that we will
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identify a grid of reasonably appropriate questions. We will issue a survey
early in the new year and will try, in presenting the findings of that survey, to
tease out the views of back benchers and to get different perspectives from
the various political groups. Our ultimate recommendations will try to balance
everyone's interests and points of view as best we can, bringing to bear the
magisterial sagacity for which the committee is justifiably famed—it is too near
the end of the year, is it not?
Janis Hughes: I hope that the survey will be done as timeously as possible,
because I am conscious that this issue has been on the go for some time and
that committee restructuring is about to happen.
The Convener: I agree absolutely.
Mr Paterson: Substitutes and committee restructuring are not connected.
The Convener: Behave, children.
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Annex C

RESTRICTED WHEN COMPLETED

QUESTIONNAIRE  NO

SUBSTITUTION ON COMMITTEES OF THE PARLIAMENT

You should complete this form by:

 deleting the boxed option which does not apply;
completing a comment box;  or

by placing a  �      in the relevant box, as appropriate.

When you have completed the form please send it by e-mail
(eileen.martin@scottish.parliament.uk), by fax to Eileen (0131 348 5088), or in
hard copy to the following address:

Eileen Martin, Procedures  Committee Clerking Team, Room 5.19, The
Scottish Parliament, Parliamentary Headquarters, George IV Bridge,
Edinburgh EH99 1SP.

The questionnaire is anonymous so please do not sign the form.

1. Should substitution be permitted
only in identifiable circumstances?

2. If you believe that substitution
should be permitted in identifiable
circumstances, what do you think these
circumstances should be?

3. Should the relevant Party Business
Manager be responsible for arranging Party
substitutes (each party will nominate a substitute
for each committee, ie there would
be one substitute per party per committee);
or should individual members be responsible
for their own arrangements (subject to whatever
overall framework is agreed by the Parliament)?

4. Should Party substitutes be named?

5. Should there be one substitute
only per committee named from each Party,
or more than one?

✔

YES NO

Party
Business
Manager

Individual
Members

YES NO

ONE MORE
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6. If you have answered ‘MORE’  to question
5, how many substitutes do you believe should
be named from each Party to each committee?

7. If you believe that a Party should
name more than one named substitute, should
the substitutes be able to divide committee
business up to take account of other work
pressures?  (This could mean different substitutes for
various items on a Committee agenda; but such an
arrangement might, arguably, allow these substitute
members to devote more time to individual items.)

8. Should substitutes be able to substitute
and act as:

Conveners

Deputy Conveners

Committee reporters

9. Apart from the issues covered by
question 8, should substitutes be able to
take part in the full range of committee business,
including voting and attendance of committee
business outside Edinburgh?

10. Should substitutes dispose of one vote only
ie the vote of the member they are substituting, or
should he/she be able to dispose of the votes of
all absent members of his/her Party, ie a proxy
voting system?

11. Should special substitution arrangements
be made in the case of a member who is in a single
member Party or is a single individual?

12. If you have answered YES to question
11, do you think that a member who is a member of
a single member Party or is a single individual
should be able to be substituted by a member of
another Party?  (Any such arrangement would be a
departure from the present Party balance on committees.)

13. Should named substitutes receive all
committee papers, including private papers?

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

One
vote
only

YES NO

YES NO

Proxy
System

YES NO
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14. Who should be responsible for
serving  notice to the clerk of a substitution?

Party Business Manager

Permanent Member

Substitute

15. What period of notice should be required?

24 hours

1 hour

other period

at start of meeting

16. Do you have any further points you wish to make?

17. Are you a front bench spokesman, or a back bencher?

Thank you for taking the time to fill in this questionnaire.  Please return
it now to Eileen Martin at the following address: Eileen Martin, The
Scottish Parliament, Room 5.19, PHQ, George IV Bridge, Edinburgh
EH99 1SP; or by e-mail (eileen.martin@scottish.parliament.uk), or fax
(0131 348 5088)
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 Procedures Committee

EDINBURGH
EH99 1SP

11 January 2001

Party Business Managers

Substitution on Committees: Questionnaire to MSPs

At the last meeting of the Procedures Committee on 19 December, the
Committee decided that it wished to canvass the views of MSPs individually
about substitution prior to the committee making proposals to the Parliament
as it is mandated to do.

In addition the Committee thought it would be very helpful to have the views of
you and your fellow Party business managers in order to obtain the Party
perspective on the relevant issues.  We would find your response, and any
priority you can give this, helpful.

For ease of reference I attach a copy of the suite of documents sent to all
MSPs including you.  These include the questionnaire circulated, but you may
feel it more appropriate to deal with this further request by correspondence.

Finally, it would be very convenient if your reply was copied to the clerk to the
committee.

With thanks.

Yours sincerely

Murray Tosh MSP
Convener, Procedures Committee

Copy: Dr J D Patterson
           Clerk to the Procedures Committee
          Room 5.19
          PHQ
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Annex D

 Procedures Committee
EDINBURGH

EH99 1SP

25 April 2001

To Party Business Managers

Questionnaire regarding substitution on committees

I am writing to ask for your assistance in making progress on this matter.

The Procedures Committee discussed substitution on committees on 7
November and 19 December.  After the second discussion on the 19th the
Committee took a decision that a questionnaire should be sent to all MSPs.

Our questionnaire issued on 11 January when all MSPs received a copy and
additional letters were sent to the Party Business Managers.  I attach copies
of these letters.  To date we have received 45 responses.

The questionnaire was of course anonymous so we do not know who has yet
to reply.  The clerk has followed up a helpful letter from Marilyn Livingstone
sent on 17 January where she explained the importance of the matter to
colleagues and the need to consider the position carefully, but we are still to
receive a majority of responses.

I would be grateful for your urgent help in encouraging those of your
colleagues who have still to reply.  I am hoping that the Committee will then
be in a position to deal with this matter before the summer recess.

I am also sending copies of this letter to Euan Robson, Tricia Marwick and
Lord James Douglas-Hamilton to ask for their help with the other Party
Groups.  Copies
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also go (as a courtesy as I have no way of knowing if they have responded
already) to Dennis Canavan, Tommy Sheridan, Robin Harper, and to
members of the Procedures Committee.

Murray Tosh MSP
Convener, Procedures Committee
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                                                                                                                                                        Annex E
Q. No. Question Yes %age

of 129
%age of

responses
No %age

of 129
%age of

responses
1 Should substitution be permitted

only in identifiable circumstances?
40 31.01% 76.92% 12 9.3% 23.08%

2 If you believe that substitution
should be permitted in identifiable
circumstances, what do you think
these circumstances should be?

3 Should the relevant Party Business
Manager be responsible for
arranging Party substitutes (each
party will nominate a substitute for
each committee, ie there would be
one substitute per party per
committee);
or should individual members be
responsible for their own
arrangements (subject to whatever
overall framework is agreed by the
Parliament)?

38 29.46% 73.08% 4 3.1% 7.69%

4 Should Party substitutes be named? 42 32.56% 80.77% 9 6.98% 17.31%
5 Should there be one substitute

only per committee named from
each Party, or more than one?

31 24.03% 59.62% 16 12.40% 30.77%

6 If you have answered ‘MORE’  to
question 5, how many substitutes do
you believe should be named from
each Party to each committee?

Various
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Q. No. Question Yes %age
of 129

%age of
responses

No %age
of 129

%age of
responses

7 If you believe that a Party should
name more than one named
substitute, should the substitutes be
able to divide committee business up
to take account of other work
pressures? (This could mean different
substitutes for various items on a
Committee agenda; but such an
arrangement might, arguably, allow
these substitute members to devote
more time to individual items.)

10 7.75% 19.23% 16 12.40% 30.77%

8 Should substitutes be able to
substitute and act as:

Conveners

deputy Conveners

Committee reporters

7

8

16

5.43%

6.20%

12.40%

13.46%

15.38%

30.77%

43

42

34

33.33%

32.56%

26.36%

82.69%

80.77%

65.38%
9 Apart from the issues covered by

question 8, should substitutes be able
to take part in the full range of
committee business, including voting
and attendance of committee
business outside Edinburgh?

44 34.11% 84.62% 7 5.43% 13.46%

10 Should substitutes dispose of one 46 35.66% 88.46% 5 3.88% 9.62%
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vote only ie the vote of the member
they are substituting, or should
he/she be able to dispose of the
votes of all absent members of
his/her Party, ie a proxy voting
system?

Q. No. Question Yes %age
of 129

%age of
responses

No %age
of 129

%age of
responses

11 Should special substitution
arrangements be made in the case of
a member who is in a single member
Party or is a single individual?

16 12.40% 30.77% 33 25.58% 63.46%

12 If you have answered YES to
question 11, do you think that a
member who is a member of
a single member Party or is a single
individual should be able to be
substituted by a member of another
Party?  (Any such arrangement would
be a departure from the present Party
balance on committees.)

13 10.08% 25.00% 3 2.33% 5.77%

13 Should named substitutes receive all
committee papers, including private
papers?

35 27.13% 67.31% 14 10.85% 26.92%
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Q. No. Question Yes %age
of 129

%age of
responses

No %age
of 129

%age of
responses

14 Who should be responsible for
serving  notice to the clerk of a
substitution?

Party Business Manager

Permanent Member

Substitute
(Of 2 respondents who said Sub, 1 said Sub
plus Perm Member, 1 said Sub plus Bus
Man)

33

16

2

25.58%

12.40%

1.55%

63.46%

30.77%

3.85%

15 What period of notice should be
required?

24 hours

1 hour

other period

           at start of meeting

16

16

3

14

12.40%

12.40%

2.33%

10.85%
16 Do you have any further points you

wish to make?
17 Are you a front bench spokesman,

or a back bencher?

18

29

13.95%

22.48%

34.62%

55.77%
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PR/01/6/5

FOR DECISION

SIXTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

DECISION TIME

1. The attached paper concerns the Presiding Officer’s request to the Committee

(copy also attached) to allow the Presiding Officers to vary the time of Decision

Time slightly on their own authority.

2. The Committee is invited to discuss the paper and to agree to the

conclusion set out in paragraph 10.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
June 2001
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Issue

1. The Presiding Officer has asked the Procedures Committee to consider

recommending an amendment to standing orders to allow the Presiding

Officers to vary the time of Decision Time slightly on their own authority.

Background

2. The Presiding Officer wrote to the Convener on 16 May 2001 (copy at Annex A).

The Committee gave initial consideration to the letter at its meeting on 29 May

and agreed to receive an issues paper.

Current procedure

3. As the Consultative Steering Group (CSG) recommended Decision Time takes

place at a regular time, 5pm.1  This assists Members and the Parliament to plan

their time and its business effectively.

4. The standing orders currently require Decision Time to begin at 5pm (12pm if the

sitting day is a Friday) on any day when the Parliament is sitting. That time may

be altered but only on a motion of the Parliamentary Bureau and with the

agreement of the Parliament. 2

Reason for suggested change

5. In his letter, the Presiding Officer expresses the view that requiring a

Parliamentary Bureau motion to vary Decision Time seems unnecessarily

bureaucratic.

6. The proposal before the Committee is that the Presiding Officers should have the

flexibility to alter the timing of Decision Time at their discretion by a limited period

                                           
1 Report of the Consultative Steering Group on the Scottish Parliament, (The Scottish Office1998)
page 45, paragraphs 18-20.
2 Rule 11.2, Standing Orders of the Scottish Parliament.
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- 15 minutes either way is suggested.  The Presiding Officer’s letter suggests that

such a power be exercised sparingly.3

Consideration

7. The Parliament continues to have direct control over this aspect of its own

business through the present procedures.  The issue is whether the advantage of

flexibility offered by the Presiding Officer’s approach outweighs the slight

constraint on members’ freedom to express their views on a procedural business

matter.

8. The Presiding Officer’s proposal is a very modest one.  His letter sets out clearly

the reasons for it, and provides a rationale in the unexpected foreshortening of

business.  Members may consider that in the circumstances described by Sir

David in the fourth paragraph of his letter the present arrangements are in

practice elaborate to a degree that can reasonably be termed “bureaucratic”.

9. We understand that in practice variations of Decision Time are discussed with

Business Managers who pass on the revised time to members and that these

arrangements work satisfactorily.  It may be helpful to explore in addition whether

a late announcement of a time change could be flashed onto the Parliamentary

TV channel monitors for the information of members in the Parliamentary

complex.

Conclusion

10. The Committee is invited to agree in principle to the Presiding Officer’s

proposal that the Presiding Officers should be given discretion to vary the

timing of Decision Time 15 minutes either side of the current time(s); to the

Convener writing to the Presiding Officer indicating the Committee’s

intention to commission and examine draft standing order changes to that

                                           
3 Motions without notice to alter the timing of Decision Time were moved on 3 occasions in the
Parliamentary Year 1999/2000; 4 in 2000/01; and 6 in 2001/02 (to 8/6/01). Suspensions as a result of
business concluding ahead of the agreed time for Decision Time have occurred twice, in
Parliamentary Year 2000/01.
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effect; and in that letter seeking reassurance about arrangements to alert

members who may be out of the Chamber to any very late change to the

timing of Decision Time.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
June 2001
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FOR DECISION

SIXTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

ACCESSING THE PARLIAMENT: PAPER BY THE STANDARDS COMMITTEE

1. The Standards Committee found that a principal theme to have emerged from its

lobbying inquiry was the extent to which the Parliament is accessible to all

groups, organisations and individuals who wish to lobby.

2. Attached is a Standards Committee paper on accessibility to the Parliament

which arose during that committee’s inquiry into lobbying and which handily

summarises responses received.

3. Accessibility to the Parliament is not an issue falling within the remit of the

Standards Committee.  That Committee has referred the matter for comment to

the Business Team of the Chamber Office, the Directorate of Communications of

the Parliament, and to this Committee which, it considers, might incorporate it

into the “Application of the Consultative Steering Group (CSG) principles in the

Parliament.”

4. We think this referral is appropriate and invite the Committee to agree to

the paper being considered as part of its enquiry into the, “Application of

the CSG principles in the Parliament.”  No decision on, or discussion of, the

substance of the attached material is required today.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
June 2001



Introduction

1. At its meeting on 28 March the Committee agreed to consider a further paper on
the issues of openness and accessibility which have emerged from its lobbying
inquiry.

2. The Committee will also wish to refer to Section 2 of Paper ST/01/1/3 which
provided a summary of the written evidence on “Accessing the Parliament”
(extract attached at Annex A).

Accessing the Parliament

3. One of the principal themes to have emerged from the Committee’s lobbying
inquiry is the extent to which the Parliament is accessible to all groups,
organisations and individuals who wish to lobby.

4. The Committee has now gathered evidence, both written and oral, from a large
number of organisations and groups regularly involved in lobbying the
Parliament.  Overall, that evidence has been generally very positive in relation to
the Parliament’s avowed aims of openness and transparency.  However, a
notable exception was the Stirling Media Research Institute who argue that the
rhetoric of an open Scotland distinct from Westminster has not so far been
achieved in practice.

5. One of the main themes to emerge from the oral evidence which the Committee
heard is that the problem with accessibility relates not only to who has access but
to who does not.  For example, the SCVO suggest that problems in relation to
lack of participation are more likely to be as a result of ‘cynicism and a lack of
awareness about how open the Parliament can be’.  On this basis it is suggested
that the Parliament could be more proactive in encouraging smaller groups and
individuals to lobby Committees and MSPs.

6. The STUC suggest that rather than being concerned with who has access to the
Parliament that it is more important for MSPs to be more proactive in ensuring
access for disadvantaged groups.  They suggest that the section of the Code of
Conduct on lobbying could emphasise that MSPs should be more proactive in
engaging with the wider community as well as those who approach them in the
first instance.

When to Lobby and Time Allowed for Responses

7. Another principal concern to emerge from the inquiry is the amount of time
allowed for responding to consultation exercises.  A number of respondents
expressed concern that the time allowed to respond to consultation exercises
and to submit evidence is generally prohibitive.  It is suggested that the
Parliament introduce minimum periods for consultation and that greater
emphasis is placed on publicising such exercises widely.  Concern was also
expressed in relation to the process of amendments to Bills at stage 2.
Specifically, that there was not sufficient time for organisations to consider



amendments and to lobby MSPs in relation to them or for MSPs to access
considered advice from organisations.

8. Another concern was that although access to the Parliament is good, the most
effective time to lobby the Parliament is unclear.  It is suggested that clearer
guidelines are issued to assist in the lobbying process; what is appropriate and at
what stage in the process e.g. initial consultation, pre legislative scrutiny,
committee procedure, committee consultation, legislative procedure etc.

Other Concerns

9. The Committee may also wish to note the concerns raised in paper ST/01/1/3
(extract attached at Annex A) in relation to the parliamentary website, the
Parliamentary Bureau and other issues.

10. Although the Parliament’s website was generally seen as a useful resource some
respondents felt that it could be improved.    It was suggested that committee
information (for example, publication of Committee Reports) could be more
clearly highlighted on the site. Difficulties have also been experienced in
downloading PDF documents.  It was also suggested that information on the
website was not always easy to track issue by issue and that the website is deep,
requiring familiarity with its layout for full benefit.  Concern was also expressed in
relation to the sheer volume of information on the website.  However, perhaps
the major difficulty in relation to the Internet is lack of access and, therefore, the
Parliament should not be overly reliant on its usage for providing information and
consultation purposes.

11. Some concerns were also expressed in relation to the working of the
Parliamentary Bureau, primarily, that it meets in private.  Separately, comment
was made that minutes of proceedings are very brief and add little to the
information contained in agendas and that publication of the Official Report can
be delayed.  Further, that time-tabling of plenary sessions can be last minute,
which can create difficulties in following debates.  Finally, there was some
concern in relation to the apparently increased incidence of committees meeting
in private.

Conclusion

12. The Committee has already noted that many of the issues in relation to
accessing the Parliament fall outside its remit.  Accordingly, the Committee is not
asked to endorse these views but is invited to consider that the issues raised in
this paper are circulated to the Procedures Committee in the context of its CSG
Inquiry, Business Team and the Directorate of Communications for their
consideration.



ANNEX A

Section 2: Accessing the Parliament

16. In conducting this consultation exercise the Committee is also keen to ascertain
the views of lobbyists in relation to the Parliament’s commitment to openness and
accessibility in its workings.  In particular, some Committee members have
pointed out the relationship between the relative accessibility of the Parliament
and the ability of all interested parties to lobby the Parliament.

17. Respondents were generally very positive in their views on the Parliament’s
commitment to openness and transparency.  For example, the Law Society of
Scotland suggest that: ‘Because of the openness and approachability of the
Parliament and its institutions, it is very easy to find out information about what is
happening in the Parliament’ while Victim Support Scotland’s experience of the
Parliament is that it is highly open, transparent and accessible.  COSLA believes
that it is easy to access information about what is happening in the Parliament
while the SFDF believe that overall the Parliament is open and transparent in its
working.  Finally, the FSB suggest that it is easy to find out what is happening in
the Parliament as it ‘widely disseminates information on its current and future
work, contact is easy and the whole process is very open’.

18. More substantial criticism of the Parliament’s accessibility is offered by the SMRI
who argue that the rhetoric of an open Scotland distinct from Westminster has
not so far been achieved in practice.  While the rules and procedures that govern
Parliament are well understood by professional lobbyists there are many civic
groups and members of the public who do not view the Parliament as being
open, accessible or transparent.   They emphasise that individual constituents do
not have the necessary resources (time, money and experience) to lobby in the
same way as professional lobbyists.

19. A more cautionary note was also sounded by Standard Life who suggest that:
‘more can probably still be done to promote information about the Parliament, its
activities and procedures to the wider lay audience’.  Particular concern was
expressed, for example, by the RICSS, that many individuals and groups do not
have access to the Internet. Given the emphasis which was placed on this
resource in acquiring knowledge of the Parliament’s business this must be of
some concern. In this respect the SFDF suggest that it would be useful to make
guidelines on the legislative process and details of key contacts more widely
available beyond inclusion on the website.

Parliamentary Website

20. In commenting on the Parliament’s accessibility many respondents emphasised
the usefulness of the parliamentary website.  The EIS argue that: ‘information on
the work of the Parliament is easy to find on the website and far in advance of the
Westminster model’ while VSS points out that it makes substantial use of the
Parliament’s Internet site.  Citigate Public Affairs believe that the Parliament has
gone to considerable lengths to make information about its activities readily
available, especially its usage of the Internet while COSLA suggest that ‘as the



Parliament’s website evolves, it is becoming easier to access information via that
route’.  Finally, the Law Society feel that ‘ The Parliament’s website is an
extremely useful resource and the information produced by SPICe is very
helpful’.

21. However, some respondents also felt that the website could be improved.  The
SFDF request that Committee information be more clearly highlighted on the site.
For example, they suggest that publication of Committee reports could be more
clearly highlighted.  They also identify difficulties in downloading documents,
particularly PDF documents.   SCVO argue that the information on the website ‘is
not always easy to track issue by issue and the website is deep, requiring
familiarity with its layout for full benefit’.  Concern was also expressed in relation
to the sheer volume of information on the website. Some respondents also point
out that not everyone has access to the Internet.

The Workings of the Parliamentary Bureau and Other Concerns

22. In relation to openness and accessibility some concerns were also expressed in
relation to the working of the Parliamentary Bureau.  For example, the SCPO
refers to ‘the mystery which surrounds the decisions on the Parliamentary
Bureau’ while the SCVO argue that:

In general the Scottish Parliament is relatively open and transparent in its working.  The main
exception would be the workings of the Parliamentary Bureau.

23. The SCVO and SCPO also expressed concern in relation to the increased
incidence of committees meeting in private.  Further, the SCVO believe that time-
tabling of plenary sessions can be last minute, which can create difficulties in
following debates.    They also suggest that minutes are very brief and add little
to the information contained in agendas and that the publication of the Official
Report can be delayed.

When to Lobby and Time Allowed for Responses

24. The main concern of respondents in relation to accessing the Parliament is the
time allowed for responding to consultation exercises and providing evidence to
committees and the need for further guidance on when to lobby.

25. The Law Society, the RICSS and the National Trust all expressed concern that
the time allowed to respond to consultation exercises, submitting evidence and
suggesting amendments to proposed legislation are generally prohibitive.  They
suggest that this is especially true for representative bodies.   The RICSS argue
that: ‘unless action is taken to improve this problem, the Institution is concerned
that accessibility will be limited to those with the resources to act within short time
scales’.  They suggest that the Parliament introduces minimum periods for
consultation.  Some concern was also expressed that consultation exercises
such as this one are not widely enough publicised.



26. The National Trust suggests that: ‘the process of amendments to Bills at Stage 2
is also governed by unrealistic time restrictions’.  This is a concern which is
shared by COSLA who argue that there:

is not sufficient time for organisations to consider these amendments and to lobby the MSPs
in relation to them, or for the MSPs to access considered advice from organisations.

27. UNISON argue that although access to the Parliament is good it is unclear when
is the most effective time to lobby the Parliament.  They recommend clearer
guidelines to assist in the lobbying process; what is appropriate and at what time
in the process e.g. initial consultation, pre legislative scrutiny, committee
procedure, committee consultation, legislative procedure etc.  This is a concern
also shared by the BMF and the RICSS who argue that ‘it is not always easy to
know exactly when to lobby the Parliament’.

The View of Professional Lobbyists

28. Those respondents associated with commercial lobbying also tended to support
the view that many groups, organisations, businesses and individuals remain
unsure of the processes and procedures governing the working of the Parliament.
Given their commercial interest in advising on such matters this is perhaps
unsurprising.

29. Citigate Public Affairs argue that:

many organisations do not fully understand the Parliament’s rules and procedures, and that
they also generally lack the knowledge and experience automatically to know how and when
most effectively to lobby the Parliament and its Members.

30. Similarly, ASPA suggest that ‘there is a considerable number of people and
organisations who do not fully understand the Parliament’s procedures’.  In
particular, they emphasise the grey areas which exist in relation to devolved and
retained powers between Holyrood, Westminster and the European institutions.
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TO NOTE

SIXTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

ENQUIRY INTO THE APPLICATION OF THE CONSULTATIVE STEERING

GROUP PRINCIPLES IN THE PARLIAMENT

STATUS AT 26 JUNE

1. The following is the current position on this enquiry.

Research strand

MORI has distributed questionnaires to MSPs.  Selected MSPs are being

interviewed.

Adviser strand

Professor David McCrone is pursuing research.

Evidence strand

The general call for evidence was sent out via the Committee’s press release

on 3 April.

In addition, over 2,000 individuals and organisations have been contacted

separately to alert them to the enquiry and enable them to contribute,

including: all those who have petitioned the Parliament, Committee witnesses,

a range of those who have visited the Parliament, NHS organisations, local

authorities, those on the original list of CSG consultees, a range of community

and voluntary organisations, and businesses.



Oral evidence – hearings arranged

The Presiding Officer, George Reid, Patricia Ferguson, Paul Grice, (Chief

Executive and Clerk) and representatives of the Scottish Parliament

Corporate Body have been invited to give oral evidence to the Committee

from 09.30 onwards, on Wednesday, 26 September in Committee Room

1, Committee Chambers.

John McAllion and the Public Petitions Committee have been invited to give

oral evidence to the Committee from 09.30 to 11.00 on Tuesday, 2 October

in Committee Room 2, Committee Chambers.

Kate MacLean and the Equal Opportunities Committee have been invited to

give oral evidence to the Committee from 11.15 to 12.45 on Tuesday, 2

October in Committee Room 2, Committee Chambers.

Mr Tom McCabe, Minister for Parliament, has been invited to give oral

evidence to the Committee on behalf of the Scottish Executive from 09.30-

11.15 on Tuesday 30 October in Committee Room 1, Committee

Chambers.

Mike Watson and the Finance Committee have been invited to give evidence

from 11.30-12.45 on Tuesday 30 October in Committee Room 1.

Next steps

Further oral evidence hearings will be arranged as appropriate.

We understand that both the Standards Committee and the European

Committee wish to submit memoranda and may approach us to give oral

evidence also.

Arrangements will be made to invite ex CSG members to give evidence.



The results of research will be collated and presented in the autumn to the

timetable agreed with MORI, SPICe and the Adviser.

Subject to the Committee’s views, arrangements will be made for a limited

number of public meetings – see Annex A.

Committee action

2. The Committee is asked to note the contents of this paper and

discuss the outline proposal set out briefly at Annex A.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
June 2001



Annex A

PUBLIC MEETINGS

Background

1. The final significance of this enquiry will depend in part on the ability of the

Committee to gather and engage with considered responses to its call for

evidence from as wide a range of Scottish society as possible.

Considerable efforts are being made to ensure this is achieved.

Issue

2. Normal features of a committee enquiry are already in place: research,

focus groups, Adviser, call for evidence.  As noted earlier, a special effort

to contact individuals and organisations is being made.

3. The Committee may wish to consider however whether additional means

to stimulate interest are required in this context.  The Committee is asked

to give thought in principle to the advantages of holding a small

number of public meetings in different parts of the country to which

interested parties and the general public might be invited.

Consideration

4. A similar exercise was conducted by The Scottish Office under the

auspices of the Consultative Steering Group from July to August 1998.

The rationale for it was to generate discussion and debate on the

operation and working methods of a Scottish Parliament; and to reach

individuals and organisations which it was thought might normally be

excluded from the consultation process, although those locally who had

responded to the CSG consultation paper received invitations also.  Those

involved with that exercise to whom we have spoken consider that it was



successful.  The justification for this exercise will be similar.  Six “CSG

Open Forum” meetings were held in Galashiels, Glasgow, Dumfries,

Aberdeen, Inverness, Perth (normally in a local authority venue).  The

published results are set out in Annex E of the report of the CSG (pages

128 – 141 (copy for interest at Annex B).

5. To be seen to take the proceedings of this enquiry out of Edinburgh sends

a statement about the Parliament’s commitment to engage with people on

these issues outside the capital.

6. The success of local meetings would require careful planning and would in

particular require prior publicity locally.  A detailed programme – requiring

considerable work – would need to be developed.  Cost estimates for the

exercise would also require to be made.

Committee decision for today

7. What the Committee is asked for today therefore is its decision in

principle whether or not to proceed, and its steer on the small number

of points below if it wishes to take this forward:

• The rationale for such meetings?

To generate discussion about the Parliament, particularly amongst those

who might have been unaffected by the previous calls for evidence; and to

establish the committee members’ commitment in the context of this

enquiry to take these matters for discussion outside the capital.

Do members agree?



• How many meeting should be held?

Given the scale of our other consultation techniques (substantially more

letters are being sent out than in the CSG context) we think about 3

meetings could be sufficient.

Do members agree?

• Where should meetings be held?

The obvious areas are perhaps Borders/North-East/West.  Venues with

good transport links and which are not highly weather sensitive maximising

accessibility would seem sensible.

Do members have any venue preferences?

• What should the structure of the meetings consist of?

We think a maximum of 2 hours in the early evening (6-8) to optimise the

“work departure - later evening” juncture.  A brief explanation of the nature

of the enquiry to those attending might be followed by an interaction

between a panel representing the Committee and the guests, mediated

either from the panel or by means of a third party.

The Committee is asked for views.

• What exactly might the role of the Committee be?

It is proposed that the panel would consist of Committee members.  Given

members’ workloads however we do not think it realistic to expect all or

even most Committee members to turn out for all meetings.  A panel of 2

for each meeting would seem sufficient, and the 2 need not of course be

the same on all occasions.

The Committee is asked for views.

• When should such meetings be held?

The Committee is scheduled to meet up to nine times in September –

December 2001, a doubling of its normal meeting pattern.  A small number

of meetings could probably be held during this period, although the



administration involved would impose an extra strain on the team and

members.  Alternatively, the Committee could schedule meetings for

January/February 2002 when the currently planned Edinburgh based

sessions are due to be behind us.  No commitment to an exact date for the

enquiry to conclude has been given, though the hope has been expressed

that it will be concluded around the turn of the year.  The option of delaying

into January might  make for a more informed interchange as major pieces

of evidence will have been lodged with the Committee well before then,

and the meetings could be seen to be a fitting close to this stage of the

enquiry.  Bad weather however may well be a factor in certain areas of the

country, and the Committee may consider dates in November (2, 16 and

29 to stage appropriately with pre-arranged Committee meetings) might be

more sensible.

The Committee is asked for views.



Annex B

THE SCOTTISH OFFICE

Report of the Consultative Steering Group on the Scottish Parliament

ANNEX E

NOTE OF THE MAIN POINTS ARISING AT THE CONSULTATIVE STEERING
GROUP (CSG) OPEN FORUM MEETINGS: JULY TO AUGUST 1998

Galashiels
Pre-Legislative Scrutiny

• In the absence of a second chamber in the Scottish Parliament, important for all legislation to be
properly scrutinised.

• Consideration should be given to an "implementation phase" to allow local government and
businesses the opportunity and the time required to prepare for implementation of legislation.

Participation
• Important for Scottish Parliament Committees to take into consideration the views of the people.
• Participation should also be encouraged at local government level so that regions, areas and

communities are geared up to input to central policy development.
• Individuals, groups and organisations must be prepared for a new form of participative

Government.

Sharing the Power
• Important for decisions not to be made remotely; local people must have a say.
• Views of local people in areas such as Newcastleton should be taken into account. Villagers

should feel a part of "sharing the power".
• Open Forum meetings and Focus Group sessions were a useful step towards enfranchising

people in rural communities.
• ICT could be a useful mechanism to open up debate although implementation costs could be

high. However, more traditional methods of communication would still be required.
• MSPs should be obliged to consult community councils.
• Local authorities too large to allow proper contact with people living in rural communities.
• Advent of the Scottish Parliament as another layer of Government would make matters even

more confusing.
• Public should feel that the Parliament is more accessible and more receptive to their views.
• Local decisions could be taken at a more local level rather than at a central level.

Quangos
• Quangos need to be made more accountable.
• The appointment of people to quangos should be more transparent, democratic and

accountable.

Culture of the Parliament
• Scottish Parliament should make maximum use of ICT both externally and internally and should

also use electronic voting in elections.
• Seating arrangements should be less confrontational.



Working Hours
• Parliament should adopt normal business hours and should also observe Scottish school

holidays.

Industry
• Industry could be faced with conflicting legislation from the Scottish Parliament, Westminster and

the European Union.

Committees

• First Minister should chair a Health Sub-Committee whose aim would be to consider public
health issues and to develop long term strategies for public health.

Accountability

• Significant lack of trust in local government by the public which the Parliament must address.
• Trust and accountability need to be regained at local level under a Scottish Parliament.

Young People
• The interest of young people in the Scottish Parliament should be stimulated through the use of

public meetings and providing information in schools and local areas.
• Information should be available in simple language and MSPs should actively encourage the

views of young people.
• Young people should be taught about the democratic process as part of the school curriculum.

Glasgow
Role of the Elderly in the Parliament

• Elderly people should have a greater role in the Scottish Parliament.
• Upper age of Parliament falls short of pensionable age and it is important that needs of senior

citizens are addressed, particularly as they comprise 20% of the electoral role.
• Participation among elderly citizens should be encouraged.

Equal Opportunities
• Scottish Parliament should have a Minister for equal opportunities.

Accessibility
• Parliamentary Committees should be accessible and deal with issues cutting across

Departmental boundaries.

Consultation
• Equal Opportunity Committee in Glasgow very successful with many significant achievements.
• Essential for Councillors and community organisations including representatives from disabled,

elderly, gay groups etc to work together in sub- Committees. This would promote a better
structure of consultation.

• Minority groups should be given greater consideration by the Scottish Parliament. Only
financially well off groups could hire lobbyists.

• Important to look beyond the list of accredited organisations in consultation process. A Scottish
Civic Assembly might be the best way forward as a mechanism to consider particular issues.
There must be adequate funding put in place to support a Scottish Civic Assembly.

Electoral Issues

• The age for voting should be lowered to 16 to bring more people into the electoral system.
• There should be changes to the deposit system which currently poses a bar on minority parties.

Accountability of MSPs



• MSPs should be obliged to hold a public audience at least once a year to account for their
activities.

Working Hours
• An MSP’s job should be full time, working 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday.

Legislation
• Memoranda accompanying Bills should cover employment consequences, implications for staff

and for the Scottish economy.
• Proper scrutiny mechanisms would be needed in the absence of a second chamber.

Gaelic
• Hansard and the internet (containing official documents) of the Scottish Parliament should be

available in Gaelic. Members of the public should also be able to write to their MSPs in Gaelic
and receive a response in Gaelic.

Youth Involvement /Young People’s Forum
• All under 25s should be encouraged to be involved in the work of the Parliament.
• A Youth Forum or something similar to the European Youth Parliament could be replicated in

Edinburgh.
• Every school should have a dedicated terminal to access the business of the Scottish

Parliament.
• Modern Studies important in the school curriculum.
• Important for school children to become involved in the work of the Parliament.
• Use of technology, particularly the web, e-mail, debates on television etc very important.
• MSPs should be available for questioning by the electorate.
• There should be a Children’s Issues Committee. Young people need to be encouraged and

greater use should be made of ICT.

Further Devolution

• Devolution should be extended so that people living in deprived areas could have a greater say
in managing local affairs.

• This would give councils, tenants etc greater scope to work in partnership.

Parliament Building - Smoke Free

• Scottish Parliament building should be a smoke free zone.

Disabled

• Scottish Parliament should give priority to the Incapable Adults Bill.

Dumfries
Remote Areas

• Important that the Scottish Parliament is not dominated by urban areas.
• There should be structures and mechanisms put in place to input a pre-legislative stage or

screening of legislation to involve all rural areas.
• There should be screening to take account of the impact of proposed legislation on rural

interests.

Centralisation of Essential Services
* Important that Fire and Police services were not merged in rural areas. Should retain separate
identities. Fear of centralisation.

The Role of Young People



• Young people should be encouraged to vote and to become more involved in the Scottish
Parliament.

• Important to ensure that young people participate in the Scottish Parliament elections.
• Vital to keep them informed through new forms of technology, dialogue, television and

newspapers.
• Scottish Parliament should set up a Civic Forum where youth organisations could meet to

discuss legislation and topical issues.
• Young people had stopped joining political parties and they were now joining organisations such

as the Wildlife Trust.
• A young person should have been recruited onto the CSG.
• There should be a separate campaign to ensure young people register to vote.
• The SCEC campaign seemed right and relevant.
• Civic education was also important and this should be encouraged at schools.
• There should be a Minister for Young People and/or a Minister for the Voluntary Sector.

Lobbyists
• There should be a distinction made between paid lobbyists and organisations such as the RSPB

who also lobby Parliament.
• Lobbying was needed but people were concerned about MSPs taking money to lobby on behalf

of organisations.
• There must be proper mechanisms put in place to ensure freedom of speech and also to ensure

that policies took into account the needs of rural communities.
• The Cycling Parliamentary Advisory Group had worked well at Westminster and there should be

a similar group replicated in Scotland.
• Important for the business sector to be represented in Parliament.

Health
• Scottish Royal Colleges should have direct access to health Committees.
• There should be a quick response team set up to consider health issues quickly and effectively.

Education

• There should be no significant changes to the roles of the Scottish Parliament and local
government in education; Central Government should set the policy agenda and local
government should enact it.

Multi-Layers
• Local needs, particularly those of rural areas, may not be reflected in Scottish Parliamentary

discussions.
• Links should be formalised between councillors and MSPs.
• There could be a possible political conflict between the Scottish Parliament and Westminster.
• The public could be confused with all the layers of Government.
• Important for the public to be educated on what was happening in Scotland and on the role of

MPs, MSPs, MEPs, councillors etc.

Aberdeen
Freedom of Speech

• The Scottish Parliament should encourage freedom of speech.

The Legislative Process
• Changes in education should be brought about by Executive action rather than by law: it was

important that this should continue.

Opening Ceremony



• The Opening Ceremony of the Parliament should be simple and dignified.
• The Honours of Scotland should be used and also the pre-1707 mace.

Role of COSLA
• There could be conflict if COSLA is of a different political persuasion to that of the Scottish

Parliament.

Care Facilities
• The Scottish Parliament should provide childcare facilities for children from birth and not just for

2-5 year olds.
• Carers for the elderly should also be available.
• There should be care for all dependents and not just for children and the elderly.

Information Technology
• Important to ensure that the Parliament’s Information Service is professional and well resourced.
• Parliament could be more accessible with the setting up by the ICT Panel of a website which

could include all official documents, developing information for schools, issuing official reports
and weekly bulletins, some of which could be aimed at different sections of society.

• Important to consider the needs of people in remote areas which also have to be taken into
account.

Gender Balance
• Important to maintain a gender balance in the Scottish Parliament with equal opportunities for all.

Accessibility
• There should be a national suggestions book for the Scottish Parliament. The same network as

the national lottery could be used.

Children’s Issues
• There should be a Minister for Children.
• Children’s panels also important.

Voting Arrangements
• At present, many MPs vote at Westminster without listening to the debate. Important in the new

Scottish Parliament for MSPs to hear the debate before voting.

Accountability of MSPs
• MSPs should be accountable to the electorate and should have job descriptions and be subject

to performance measurement.
• MSPs should have a Code of Conduct.
• MSPs will have a full workload and should not be able to hold down two jobs. They should be

required to announce other interests and then let the electorate decide.
• Important for the electorate to be kept informed at all times.
• There should be greater scrutiny of quangos.

Pre-legislative Process
• With regard to the pre-legislative process, local government would be keen to offer their

expertise to the Scottish Parliament.
• There could be a possible role for local government to convene Consultative Committees to

consider and scrutinise legislation on behalf of the Parliament.

Roles and Remits of MSPs, MPs and Euro MPs

• The public needs educated on the roles, remits and responsibilities of their MSPs, MPs and



MEPs.

Committees
• Tripartite Committees should be established in order to bring in interest groups.
• Although only MSPs would be able to vote, interest groups should be allowed input as non-

voting Committee members.
• Committees at Westminster dominated by political parties. Committees needed real power.

Secondary Legislation
• Arrangements for pre-legislative scrutiny of primary legislation should also apply to secondary

legislation.
• Unlike Westminster, there should be opportunities for the Scottish Parliament to amend

secondary legislation.

Inverness
Scottish Fisheries

• Important for Scottish Fisheries to be fully listened to under a new Scottish Parliament.
• Scottish Ministers should be fully involved with other UK Ministers in settling UK issues.
• Scottish Parliament should scrutinise European documents in relation to issues such as fishing.

Committees
• Committees should be able to meet in other areas outwith Edinburgh and, in particular, in remote

areas.
• Funded visits to both the Scottish and European Parliaments should be considered.
• It would be wrong to group all rural issues into one Committee.
• There is a need for health, social work and housing to work together. Committee structures

should reflect this.

Accessibility of the Parliament

• With regard to petitions it is easier to collect 10,000 signatures in Edinburgh than in a remote
area. Important to take population densities into account.

• Scottish Parliament should be as accessible to someone living in Shetland as it is to someone
living in the central belt.

• New technology important. Information terminals could be situated all over Scotland to give the
public easy access to information.

Powers of the Scottish Parliament
• With the advent of the Scottish Parliament there could be too many layers of Government and

Scotland could be in danger of becoming over governed. Important that the Scottish Parliament
does not take over the powers of local government.

The Regional Dimension
• Scope for more regional bodies eg Strathclyde Transport.
• Highlands and Islands Convention a good and unique model.
• There should be a Regional Assembly where all MSPs, MPs and MEPs for any one region eg.

Highland could come together and discuss common and related issues.

The Parliament
• Normal forms of address should be used in debate and "talking out" should be disallowed.
• Prime Minister’s Question Time should not be replicated in the Scottish Parliament.

Access for Disabled

• Alternative formats of publications/documents should be made available including braille and



audio tape.
• Important for disabled people to be able to participate in democracy.
• Only 25% of disabled people voted in the last election.
• The electoral process should be more accessible: at present, many polling stations and electoral

papers are inaccessible.
• Disabled organisations should be more involved in the pre-legislative process.

Gaelic
• Signage in the Scottish Parliament should be in Gaelic and in other languages.
• Gaelic should play a part in the opening ceremony.
• There should be a Gaelic Committee.

Perth
Trade Union Representation

• There should be Trade Union representation on Scottish Parliamentary Committees and more
access for the disabled.

Social Inclusion

• Dealing with social exclusion should have prominence in the Scottish Parliament’s agenda.

Scottish Parliament and the Role of Local Government

• There is tension between central government and local government and there is a need to
provide strategic direction.

The European Dimension

• Strength of the European Parliament is in having all purpose Committees.
• Question of the revising chamber should be revisited.
• Electronic voting should be considered.
• A joint assembly with MEPs could be established as a consultative mechanism which could meet

twice a year, once in Edinburgh and once in Brussels.

Absence of Second Chamber and Role of Interest Groups
• Importance of checks and balances stressed in the absence of a second chamber.
• Essential to use the expertise of interest groups.

Committees
• Departments/Committees should work together, particularly Health and Education.
• Consultation is time consuming and more use could be made of local government quangos and

agencies to assist the consultation process.
• Quangos should be brought back under proper democratic control.
• There is a need for a real voice for the poor, unemployed and socially excluded.
• Everyone should understand how the Government operates.
• There is a need for accountability, scrutiny and transparency.
• Important for the Scottish Parliament not to become too central belt orientated. There should be

provision for Committee meetings to be held outwith Edinburgh.

Lobbying
• Lobbying should be controlled and there should be a register covering all lobbyists.

Parliamentary Ceremonies
• Scottish Parliamentary ceremonies should be in the Scottish tradition.



Young People
• Important for young people to have access to greater political learning.
• There is widespread confusion about the voting system even among teachers: there should be

clarification on the voting system for MSPs.
• Modern Studies important in the school curriculum. Young people needed a fast track system to

learn about topical issues.
• Important to educate young people about the Parliamentary process.

Reserved Powers
• Scottish Parliament should have more scope to consider particular issues including energy and

broadcasting.
• Consumer Council regulators should be able to work independently. Information should be freely

made available.

Racial Issues
• Lack of awareness of race issues in high offices and limited statistics available on ethnic

minorities.
• Race issues should be mainstreamed in the Scottish Parliament.

PFI
• The Government should impose a moratorium on PFI projects, for example, the Edinburgh Royal

Infirmary, until the Scottish Parliament has been established.

Tensions
• Tensions will arise if different parties are in control in Scotland and at Westminster.

Volunteering Interests
• Important for volunteering interests to be represented in the Scottish Parliament.

Sitting Patterns
• Scottish Parliament should observe business hours and have non-confrontational seating.

Religious Matters
• Scottish Parliament should take into account faiths other than Christian. Use the multi-faith

Consultation Council.

Conduct
• There should be no "talking out" of legislation and no publishing of important reports during

recess.

User Friendly Legislation
• Legislation should be user friendly.

Research Facilities
• Comprehensive research facilities should be made available to MSPs.

Use of Fora
• Scottish Parliament should think very carefully about the level of consultation on specific issues

and whom to consult.
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TO NOTE

SIXTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

PROVISIONAL DATES OF MEETINGS AND MAJOR WORK OUTLINE:

SEPTEMBER – DECEMBER 2001

Dates of meetings

1. The following dates have been requested from those responsible for

matching committee meeting requests with venues/dates for Procedures

Committee meetings in the period September – December 2001:

Monday, 3 September – Parliament reassembles

Tuesday, 18 September 10.30 – Committee Room 2

Wednesday, 26 September 09.30 – Committee Room 1

Tuesday, 2 October  09.30 – Committee Room 2

Monday 8 October  – Friday 17 October – mid term Recess

Tuesday, 23 October 10.30 – Committee Room 2

Tuesday, 30 October 09.30 – Committee Room 1

Tuesday, 13 November 10.30 – Committee Room 2

Tuesday, 27 November 09.30 – Committee Room 1

Tuesday 11 December 10.30 – Committee Room 2

Tuesday, 18 December 10.30 – Committee Room 2

Monday, 24  December – Christmas Recess begins

2. The number of meetings scheduled has been approximately doubled to

take account of the requirement for evidence sessions in connection with

the Committee’s Enquiry into the application of the CSG principles in the

Parliament. All dates are subject to confirmation.



Major work programme

3. There are no unexpected or unanticipated major items of work.

4. Briefly, the main focus of effort will be the CSG Enquiry.  At the same time

progress will be maintained on a number of other fronts, for example, work

on the long list of committee operations’ items which the Committee

agreed to previously; the remit of the European Committee; results of the

questionnaire based on Mr Gorrie’s paper; a proposal to constitute the

Conveners’ Liaison Group in the standing orders; standing orders to give

effect to any decision on substitution on committees may be required; the

review of the 1 May meeting of Justice 1 and Justice 2 Committees; and

the subordinate legislation review of procedures (standing orders, Chapter

10) may be ready to be considered by the Committee.  This work is likely

to involve the production of reports to the Parliament in this period.

5. Arising from the Committee’s second report on written parliamentary

questions (SP Paper 346) and subsequent debate on it, a further report is

likely to be required covering: Question Time, the volume of parliamentary

questions in the recess, “transparency” of answers, and the cost of

parliamentary questions.  This will also be an opportunity to update the

Parliament on the volume of written questions and the Executive’s speed

of response in the period April to December 2001.  This work will be

pursued as a priority during this period with the aim of bringing a report to

the Parliament around the turn of the year.

6. This is not an exhaustive list of work in progress.  Other items which have

been referred to us or on which the Committee has asked for further work

to be done will be brought forward also.  No doubt other items about which

we are currently unaware will be referred during this period and will require

to be accommodated.



7. The Committee is asked to note the position.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
June 2001


